Fuel Tank Demolition
DFSP Yorktown, Virginia

1302502

SECTION 01 57 19
TEMPORARY ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
11/15, CHG 4: 08/20
PART 1
1.1

GENERAL
REFERENCES

The publications listed below form a part of this specification to the
extent referenced. The publications are referred to within the text by
the basic designation only.
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA)
EPA SW-846

(Third Edition; Update IV) Test Methods
for Evaluating Solid Waste:
Physical/Chemical Methods

U.S. NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS ADMINISTRATION (NARA)
29 CFR 1910

Occupational Safety and Health Standards

29 CFR 1910.120

Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency
Response

29 CFR 1910.1053

Respirable Crystalline Silica

29 CFR 1926.1153

Respirable Crystalline Silica

40 CFR 50

National Primary and Secondary Ambient Air
Quality Standards

40 CFR 60

Standards of Performance for New
Stationary Sources

40 CFR 61

National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants

40 CFR 63

National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants for Source Categories

40 CFR 64

Compliance Assurance Monitoring

40 CFR 82

Protection of Stratospheric Ozone

40 CFR 112

Oil Pollution Prevention

40 CFR 122.26

Storm Water Discharges (Applicable to
State NPDES Programs, see section 123.25)

40 CFR 241

Guidelines for Disposal of Solid Waste

40 CFR 243

Guidelines for the Storage and Collection
of Residential, Commercial, and
Institutional Solid Waste

40 CFR 258

Subtitle D Landfill Requirements
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40 CFR 260

Hazardous Waste Management System:

40 CFR 261

Identification and Listing of Hazardous
Waste

40 CFR 261.7

Residues of Hazardous Waste in Empty
Containers

40 CFR 262

Standards Applicable to Generators of
Hazardous Waste

40 CFR 262.31

Standards Applicable to Generators of
Hazardous Waste-Labeling

40 CFR 262.34

Standards Applicable to Generators of
Hazardous Waste-Accumulation Time

40 CFR 263

Standards Applicable to Transporters of
Hazardous Waste

40 CFR 264

Standards for Owners and Operators of
Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, and
Disposal Facilities

40 CFR 265

Interim Status Standards for Owners and
Operators of Hazardous Waste Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal Facilities

40 CFR 266

Standards for the Management of Specific
Hazardous Wastes and Specific Types of
Hazardous Waste Management Facilities

40 CFR 268

Land Disposal Restrictions

40 CFR 273

Standards for Universal Waste Management

40 CFR 273.2

Standards for Universal Waste Management Batteries

40 CFR 273.4

Standards for Universal Waste Management Mercury Containing Equipment

40 CFR 273.5

Standards for Universal Waste Management Lamps

40 CFR 279

Standards for the Management of Used Oil

40 CFR 300

National Oil and Hazardous Substances
Pollution Contingency Plan

40 CFR 300.125

National Oil and Hazardous Substances
Pollution Contingency Plan - Notification
and Communications

40 CFR 355

Emergency Planning and Notification

40 CFR 403

General Pretreatment Regulations for
Existing and New Sources of Pollution
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40 CFR 745

Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention in
Certain Residential Structures

40 CFR 761

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)
Manufacturing, Processing, Distribution in
Commerce, and Use Prohibitions

49 CFR 171

General Information, Regulations, and
Definitions

49 CFR 172

Hazardous Materials Table, Special
Provisions, Hazardous Materials
Communications, Emergency Response
Information, and Training Requirements

49 CFR 172.101

Hazardous Material Regulation-Purpose and
Use of Hazardous Material Table

49 CFR 173

Shippers - General Requirements for
Shipments and Packagings

49 CFR 178

Specifications for Packagings

1.2
1.2.1

DEFINITIONS
Class I and II Ozone Depleting Substance (ODS)

Class I ODS is defined in Section 602(a) of The Clean Air Act. A list of
Class I ODS can be found on the EPA website at the following weblink.
https://www.epa.gov/ozone-layer-protection/ozone-depleting-substances.
Class II ODS is defined in Section 602(s) of The Clean Air Act. A list of
Class II ODS can be found on the EPA website at the following weblink.
https://www.epa.gov/ozone-layer-protection/ozone-depleting-substances.
1.2.2

Contractor Generated Hazardous Waste

Contractor generated hazardous waste is materials that, if abandoned or
disposed of, may meet the definition of a hazardous waste. These waste
streams would typically consist of material brought on site by the
Contractor to execute work, but are not fully consumed during the course
of construction. Examples include, but are not limited to, excess paint
thinners (i.e., methyl ethyl ketone, toluene), waste thinners, excess
paints, excess solvents, waste solvents, excess pesticides, and
contaminated pesticide equipment rinse water.
1.2.3

Electronics Waste

Electronics waste is discarded electronic devices intended for salvage,
recycling, or disposal.
1.2.4

Environmental Pollution and Damage

Environmental pollution and damage is the presence of chemical, physical,
or biological elements or agents which adversely affect human health or
welfare; unfavorably alter ecological balances of importance to human
life; affect other species of importance to humankind; or degrade the
environment aesthetically, culturally or historically.
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Environmental Protection

Environmental protection is the prevention/control of pollution and
habitat disruption that may occur to the environment during construction.
The control of environmental pollution and damage requires consideration
of land, water, and air; biological and cultural resources; and includes
management of visual aesthetics; noise; solid, chemical, gaseous, and
liquid waste; radiant energy and radioactive material as well as other
pollutants.
1.2.6

Hazardous Debris

As defined in paragraph SOLID WASTE, debris that contains listed hazardous
waste (either on the debris surface, or in its interstices, such as pore
structure) in accordance with 40 CFR 261. Hazardous debris also includes
debris that exhibits a characteristic of hazardous waste in accordance
with 40 CFR 261.
1.2.7

Hazardous Materials

Hazardous materials as defined in 49 CFR 171 and listed in 49 CFR 172.
Hazardous material is any material that: Is regulated as a hazardous
material in accordance with 49 CFR 173; or requires a Safety Data Sheet
(SDS) in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.120; or during end use, treatment,
handling, packaging, storage, transportation, or disposal meets or has
components that meet or have potential to meet the definition of a
hazardous waste as defined by 40 CFR 261 Subparts A, B, C, or D.
Designation of a material by this definition, when separately regulated or
controlled by other sections or directives, does not eliminate the need
for adherence to that hazard-specific guidance which takes precedence over
this section for "control" purposes. Such material includes ammunition,
weapons, explosive actuated devices, propellants, pyrotechnics, chemical
and biological warfare materials, medical and pharmaceutical supplies,
medical waste and infectious materials, bulk fuels, radioactive materials,
and other materials such as asbestos, mercury, and polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs).
1.2.8

Hazardous Waste

Hazardous Waste is any material that meets the definition of a solid waste
and exhibit a hazardous characteristic (ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity) as specified in 40 CFR 261, Subpart C, or
contains a listed hazardous waste as identified in 40 CFR 261, Subpart D.
1.2.9

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)

The NPDES permit program controls water pollution by regulating point
sources that discharge pollutants into waters of the United States.
1.2.10

Oily Waste

Oily waste are those materials that are, or were, mixed with Petroleum,
Oils, and Lubricants (POLs) and have become separated from that POLs.
Oily wastes also means materials, including wastewaters, centrifuge
solids, filter residues or sludges, bottom sediments, tank bottoms, and
sorbents which have come into contact with and have been contaminated by,
POLs and may be appropriately tested and discarded in a manner which is in
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compliance with other state and local requirements.
This definition includes materials such as oily rags, "kitty litter"
sorbent clay and organic sorbent material. These materials may be land
filled provided that: It is not prohibited in other state regulations or
local ordinances; the amount generated is "de minimus" (a small amount);
it is the result of minor leaks or spills resulting from normal process
operations; and free-flowing oil has been removed to the practicable
extent possible. Large quantities of this material, generated as a result
of a major spill or in lieu of proper maintenance of the processing
equipment, are a solid waste. As a solid waste, perform a hazardous waste
determination prior to disposal. As this can be an expensive process, it
is recommended that this type of waste be minimized through good
housekeeping practices and employee education.
1.2.11

Regulated Waste

Regulated waste are solid wastes that have specific additional federal,
state, or local controls for handling, storage, or disposal.
1.2.12

Sediment

Sediment is soil and other debris that have eroded and have been
transported by runoff water or wind.
1.2.13

Solid Waste

Solid waste is a solid, liquid, semi-solid or contained gaseous waste. A
solid waste can be a hazardous waste, non-hazardous waste, or non-Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) regulated waste. Types of solid
waste typically generated at construction sites may include:
1.2.13.1

Debris

Debris is non-hazardous solid material generated during the construction,
demolition, or renovation of a structure that exceeds 2.5-inch particle
size that is: A manufactured object; plant or animal matter; or natural
geologic material (for example, cobbles and boulders), broken or removed
concrete, masonry, and rock asphalt paving; ceramics; roofing paper and
shingles. Inert materials may not be reinforced with or contain ferrous
wire, rods, accessories and weldments. A mixture of debris and other
material such as soil or sludge is also subject to regulation as debris if
the mixture is comprised primarily of debris by volume, based on visual
inspection.
1.2.13.2

Green Waste

Green waste is the vegetative matter from landscaping, land clearing and
grubbing, including, but not limited to, grass, bushes, scrubs, small
trees and saplings, tree stumps and plant roots. Marketable trees,
grasses and plants that are indicated to remain, be re-located, or be
re-used are not included.
1.2.13.3

Material Not Regulated As Solid Waste

Material not regulated as solid waste is nuclear source or byproduct
materials regulated under the Federal Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as
amended; suspended or dissolved materials in domestic sewage effluent or
irrigation return flows, or other regulated point source discharges;
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regulated air emissions; and fluids or wastes associated with natural gas
or crude oil exploration or production.
1.2.13.4

Non-Hazardous Waste

Non-hazardous waste is waste that is excluded from, or does not meet,
hazardous waste criteria in accordance with 40 CFR 263.
1.2.13.5

Recyclables

Recyclables are materials, equipment and assemblies such as doors,
windows, door and window frames, plumbing fixtures, glazing and mirrors
that are recovered and sold as recyclable, wiring, insulated/non-insulated
copper wire cable, wire rope, and structural components. It also includes
commercial-grade refrigeration equipment with Freon removed, household
appliances where the basic material content is metal, clean polyethylene
terephthalate bottles, cooking oil, used fuel oil, textiles, high-grade
paper products and corrugated cardboard, stackable pallets in good
condition, clean crating material, and clean rubber/vehicle tires. Metal
meeting the definition of lead contaminated or lead based paint
contaminated may not be included as recyclable if sold to a scrap metal
company. Paint cans that meet the definition of empty containers in
accordance with 40 CFR 261.7 may be included as recyclable if sold to a
scrap metal company.
1.2.13.6

Surplus Soil

Surplus soil is existing soil that is in excess of what is required for
this work, including aggregates intended, but not used, for on-site mixing
of concrete, mortars, and paving. Contaminated soil meeting the
definition of hazardous material or hazardous waste is not included and
must be managed in accordance with paragraph HAZARDOUS MATERIAL MANAGEMENT.
1.2.13.7

Scrap Metal

This includes scrap and excess ferrous and non-ferrous metals such as
reinforcing steel, structural shapes, pipe, and wire that are recovered or
collected and disposed of as scrap. Scrap metal meeting the definition of
hazardous material or hazardous waste is not included.
1.2.13.8

Wood

Wood is dimension and non-dimension lumber, plywood, chipboard,
hardboard. Treated or painted wood that meets the definition of lead
contaminated or lead based contaminated paint is not included. Treated
wood includes, but is not limited to, lumber, utility poles, crossties,
and other wood products with chemical treatment.
1.2.14

Surface Discharge

Surface discharge means discharge of water into drainage ditches, storm
sewers, creeks or "waters of the United States". Surface discharges are
discrete, identifiable sources and require a permit from the governing
agency. Comply with federal, state, and local laws and regulations.
1.2.15

Wastewater

Wastewater is the used water and solids from a community that flow to a
treatment plant.
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Stormwater

Stormwater is any precipitation in an urban or suburban area that does not
evaporate or soak into the ground, but instead collects and flows into
storm drains, rivers, and streams.
1.2.16

Waters of the United States

Waters of the United States means Federally jurisdictional waters,
including wetlands, that are subject to regulation under Section 404 of
the Clean Water Act or navigable waters, as defined under the Rivers and
Harbors Act.
1.2.17

Wetlands

Wetlands are those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or
groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that
under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation
typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.
1.2.18

Universal Waste

The universal waste regulations streamline collection requirements for
certain hazardous wastes in the following categories: Batteries,
pesticides, mercury-containing equipment (for example, thermostats), and
lamps (for example, fluorescent bulbs). The rule is designed to reduce
hazardous waste in the municipal solid waste (MSW) stream by making it
easier for universal waste handlers to collect these items and send them
for recycling or proper disposal. These regulations can be found at
40 CFR 273.
1.3

SUBMITTALS

Government approval is required for submittals with a "G" or "S"
classification. Submittals not having a "G" or "S" classification are for
Contractor Quality Control approval. Submit the following in accordance
with Section 01 33 00 SUBMITTAL PROCEDURES:
SD-01 Preconstruction Submittals
Preconstruction Survey
Solid Waste Management Permit; G
Regulatory Notifications; G
Environmental Protection Plan; G
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP); G
Stormwater Notice of Intent (for VPDES coverage under the general
permit for construction activities); G
Dirt and Dust Control Plan; G
Employee Training Records; G
Environmental Manager Qualifications; G
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SD-06 Test Reports
Laboratory Analysis
Inspection Reports
Monthly Solid Waste Disposal Report; G
SD-07 Certificates
Employee Training Records; G
ECATTS Certificate Of Completion; G
Certificate of Competency
Erosion and Sediment Control Inspector Qualifications
SD-11 Closeout Submittals
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan Compliance Notebook; G
Stormwater Notice of Termination (for VPDES coverage under the
general permit for construction activities); G
Waste Determination Documentation; G
Disposal Documentation for Hazardous and Regulated Waste; G
Assembled Employee Training Records; G
Solid Waste Management Permit; G
Project Solid Waste Disposal Documentation Report; G
Contractor Hazardous Material Inventory Log; G
Hazardous Waste/Debris Management; G
Regulatory Notifications; G
Sales Documentation; G
Contractor Certification
As-Built Topographic Survey
1.4

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS

Provide and maintain, during the life of the contract, environmental
protection as defined. Plan for and provide environmental protective
measures to control pollution that develops during construction practice.
Plan for and provide environmental protective measures required to correct
conditions that develop during the construction of permanent or temporary
environmental features associated with the project. Protect the
environmental resources within the project boundaries and those affected
outside the limits of permanent work during the entire duration of this
Contract. Comply with federal, state, and local regulations pertaining to
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the environment, including water, air, solid waste, hazardous waste and
substances, oily substances, and noise pollution.
Tests and procedures assessing whether construction operations comply with
Applicable Environmental Laws may be required. Analytical work must be
performed by qualified laboratories; and where required by law, the
laboratories must be certified. Note that a portion of the work will be
within the identified Area of Concern 1 (Attachment 1).
1.4.1
Training in Environmental Compliance Assessment Training and
Tracking System (ECATTS)
1.4.1.1

Personnel Requirements

The Environmental Manager is responsible for environmental compliance on
projects. The Environmental Manager, must complete applicable ECATTS
training modules (installation specific or general) prior to starting
respective portions of on-site work under this Contract. If personnel
changes occur for any of these positions after starting work, replacement
personnel must complete applicable ECATTS training within 14 days of
assignment to the project.
1.4.1.2

Certification

Submit an ECATTS certificate of completion for personnel who have
completed the required ECATTS training. This training is web-based and
can be accessed from any computer with Internet access using the following
instructions.
Register for NAVFAC Environmental Compliance Assessment, Training, and
Tracking System, by logging on to https://environmentaltraining.ecatts.com/.
Obtain the password for registration from the Contracting Officer.
1.4.1.3

Refresher Training

This training has been structured to allow contractor personnel to receive
credit under this contract and to carry forward credit to future
contracts. Ensure the Environmental Manager review their training plans
for new modules or updated training requirements prior to beginning work.
Some training modules are tailored for specific state regulatory
requirements; therefore, Contractors working in multiple states will be
required to retake modules tailored to the state where the contract work
is being performed.
1.4.2

Conformance with the Environmental Management System

Perform work under this contract consistent with the policy and objectives
identified in the installation's Environmental Management System (EMS).
Perform work in a manner that conforms to objectives and targets of the
environmental programs and operational controls identified by the EMS.
Support Government personnel when environmental compliance and EMS audits
are conducted by escorting auditors at the Project site, answering
questions, and providing proof of records being maintained. Provide
monitoring and measurement information as necessary to address
environmental performance relative to environmental, energy, and
transportation management goals. In the event an EMS nonconformance or
environmental noncompliance associated with the contracted services,
tasks, or actions occurs, take corrective and preventative actions. In
addition, employees must be aware of their roles and responsibilities
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under the installation EMS and of how these EMS roles and responsibilities
affect work performed under the contract.
Coordinate with the installation's EMS coordinator to identify training
needs associated with environmental aspects and the EMS, and arrange
training or take other action to meet these needs. Provide training
documentation to the Contracting Officer. The Installation Environmental
Office will retain associated environmental compliance records. Make EMS
Awareness training completion certificates available to Government
auditors during EMS audits and include the certificates in the Employee
Training Records. See paragraph EMPLOYEE TRAINING RECORDS.
1.5

SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

Comply with the special environmental requirements listed here and
attached at the end of this section.
1.6
1.6.1

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Preconstruction Survey and Protection of Features

This paragraph supplements the Contract Clause PROTECTION OF EXISTING
VEGETATION, STRUCTURES, EQUIPMENT, UTILITIES, AND IMPROVEMENTS. Prior to
start of any onsite construction activities, perform a Preconstruction
Survey of the project site with the Contracting Officer, and take
photographs showing existing environmental conditions in and adjacent to
the site. Submit a report for the record. Include in the report a plan
describing the features requiring protection under the provisions of the
Contract Clauses, which are not specifically identified on the drawings as
environmental features requiring protection along with the condition of
trees, shrubs and grassed areas immediately adjacent to the site of work
and adjacent to the Contractor's assigned storage area and access
route(s), as applicable. The Contractor and the Contracting Officer will
sign this survey report upon mutual agreement regarding its accuracy and
completeness. Protect those environmental features included in the survey
report and any indicated on the drawings, regardless of interference that
their preservation may cause to the work under the Contract.
1.6.2

Regulatory Notifications

Provide regulatory notification requirements in accordance with federal,
state and local regulations. In cases where the Government will also
provide public notification (such as stormwater permitting), coordinate
with the Contracting Officer. Submit copies of regulatory notifications
to the Contracting Officer at least 45 days prior to commencement of work
activities. Regulatory notifications should be submitted to the
Contracting Officer prior to submission to the regulatory agency for
Navy/EV review. Typically, regulatory notifications must be provided for
the following (this listing is not all-inclusive): Demolition,
renovation, VPDES defined site work, construction, removal or use of a
permitted air emissions source, and remediation of controlled substances
(asbestos, hazardous waste, lead paint).
1.6.3

Environmental Brief

Attend an environmental brief to be included in the preconstruction
meeting. Provide the following information: Types, quantities, and use
of hazardous materials that will be brought onto the installation; and
types and quantities of wastes/wastewater that may be generated during the
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Discuss the results of the Preconstruction Survey at this time.

Prior to initiating any work on site, meet with the Contracting Officer
and installation Environmental Office to discuss the proposed
Environmental Protection Plan (EPP). Develop a mutual understanding
relative to the details of environmental protection, including measures
for protecting natural and cultural resources, required reports, required
permits, permit requirements (such as mitigation measures), and other
measures to be taken.
1.6.4

Environmental Manager

Appoint in writing an Environmental Manager for the project site. The
Environmental Manager is directly responsible for coordinating contractor
compliance with federal, state, local, and installation requirements. The
Environmental Manager must ensure compliance with Hazardous Waste Program
requirements (including hazardous waste handling, storage, manifesting,
and disposal); implement the EPP; ensure environmental permits are
obtained, maintained, and closed out; ensure compliance with Stormwater
Program requirements; ensure compliance with Hazardous Materials (storage,
handling, and reporting) requirements; and coordinate any remediation of
regulated substances (lead, asbestos, PCB transformers). This can be a
collateral position; however, the person in this position must be trained
to adequately accomplish the following duties: Ensure waste segregation
and storage compatibility requirements are met; inspect and manage
Satellite Accumulation areas; ensure only authorized personnel add wastes
to containers; ensure Contractor personnel are trained in 40 CFR
requirements in accordance with their position requirements; coordinate
removal of waste containers; and maintain the Environmental Records binder
and required documentation, including environmental permits compliance and
close-out. Submit Environmental Manager Qualifications to the Contracting
Officer.
1.6.5

Employee Training Records

Prepare and maintain Employee Training Records throughout the term of the
contract meeting applicable 40 CFR requirements. Provide Employee
Training Records in the Environmental Records Binder. Ensure every
employee completes a program of classroom instruction or on-the-job
training that teaches them to perform their duties in a way that ensures
compliance with federal, state and local regulatory requirements for RCRA
Large Quantity Generator. Provide a Position Description for each
employee, by subcontractor, based on the Davis-Bacon Wage Rate designation
or other equivalent method, evaluating the employee's association with
hazardous and regulated wastes. This Position Description will include
training requirements as defined in 40 CFR 265 for a Large Quantity
Generator facility. Submit these Assembled Employee Training Records to
the Contracting Officer at the conclusion of the project, unless otherwise
directed.
Train personnel to meet state requirements. Conduct environmental
protection/pollution control meetings for personnel prior to commencing
construction activities. Contact additional meetings for new personnel
and when site conditions change. Include in the training and meeting
agenda: Methods of detecting and avoiding pollution; familiarization with
statutory and contractual pollution standards; installation and care of
devices, vegetative covers, and instruments required for monitoring
purposes to ensure adequate and continuous environmental
protection/pollution control; anticipated hazardous or toxic chemicals or
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wastes, and other regulated contaminants; recognition and protection of
archaeological sites, artifacts, waters of the United States, and
endangered species and their habitat that are known to be in the area.
Provide copy of the Erosion and Sediment Control Inspector Certification
as required by state.
1.6.6

Non-Compliance Notifications

The Contracting Officer will notify the Contractor in writing of any
observed noncompliance with federal, state or local environmental laws or
regulations, permits, and other elements of the Contractor's EPP. After
receipt of such notice, inform the Contracting Officer of the proposed
corrective action and take such action when approved by the Contracting
Officer. The Contracting Officer may issue an order stopping all or part
of the work until satisfactory corrective action has been taken. FAR
52.242-14 Suspension of Work provides that a suspension, delay, or
interruption of work due to the fault or negligence of the Contractor
allows for no adjustments to the contract for time extensions or equitable
adjustments. In addition to a suspension of work, the Contracting Officer
may use additional authorities under the contract or law.
1.7

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PLAN

The purpose of the EPP is to present an overview of known or potential
environmental issues that must be considered and addressed during
construction. Incorporate construction related objectives and targets
from the installation's EMS into the EPP. Include in the EPP measures for
protecting natural and cultural resources, required reports, and other
measures to be taken. Meet with the Contracting Officer or Contracting
Officer Representative to discuss the EPP and develop a mutual
understanding relative to the details for environmental protection
including measures for protecting natural resources, required reports, and
other measures to be taken. Submit the EPP within 45 days after Contract
award and not less than 15 days before the preconstruction meeting.
Revise the EPP throughout the project to include any reporting
requirements, changes in site conditions, or contract modifications that
change the project scope of work in a way that could have an environmental
impact. No requirement in this section will relieve the Contractor of any
applicable federal, state, and local environmental protection laws and
regulations. During Construction, identify, implement, and submit for
approval any additional requirements to be included in the EPP. Maintain
the current version onsite.
The EPP includes, but is not limited to, the following elements:
1.7.1
1.7.1.1

General Overview and Purpose
Descriptions

A brief description of each specific plan required by environmental permit
or elsewhere in this Contract such as stormwater pollution prevention
plan, spill control plan, solid waste management plan, wastewater
management plan, air pollution control plan, Erosion and Sediment Control
Plan, contaminant prevention plan, a historical, archaeological, cultural
resources, biological resources and wetlands plan, traffic control plan
Hazardous, Toxic and Radioactive Waste (HTRW) Plan Non-Hazardous Solid
Waste Disposal Plan borrowing material plan.
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Duties

The duties and level of authority assigned to the person(s) on the job
site who oversee environmental compliance, such as who is responsible for
adherence to the EPP, who is responsible for spill cleanup and training
personnel on spill response procedures, who is responsible for manifesting
hazardous waste to be removed from the site (if applicable), and who is
responsible for training the Contractor's environmental protection
personnel.
1.7.1.3

Procedures

A copy of any standard or project-specific operating procedures that will
be used to effectively manage and protect the environment on the project
site.
1.7.1.4

Communications

Communication and training procedures that will be used to convey
environmental management requirements to Contractor employees and
subcontractors.
1.7.1.5

Contact Information

Emergency contact information contact information (office phone number,
cell phone number, and e-mail address).
1.7.2

General Site Information

1.7.2.1

Drawings

Drawings showing locations of proposed temporary excavations or
embankments for haul roads, stream crossings, jurisdictional wetlands,
material storage areas, structures, sanitary facilities, storm drains and
conveyances, and stockpiles of excess soil.
1.7.2.2

Work Area

Work area plan showing the proposed activity in each portion of the area
and identify the areas of limited use or nonuse. Include measures for
marking the limits of use areas, including methods for protection of
features to be preserved within authorized work areas and methods to
control runoff and to contain materials on site, and a traffic control
plan.
1.7.2.3

Documentation

A letter signed by an officer of the firm appointing the Environmental
Manager and stating that person is responsible for managing and
implementing the Environmental Program as described in this contract.
Include in this letter the Environmental Manager's authority to direct the
removal and replacement of non-conforming work.
1.7.3

Management of Natural Resources

a.

Land resources

b.

Tree protection
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c.

Replacement of damaged landscape features

d.

Temporary construction

e.

Stream crossings

f.

Fish and wildlife resources

g.

Wetland areas

1.7.4

Protection of Historical and Archaeological Resources

a.

Objectives

b.

Methods

1.7.5

Stormwater Management and Control

a.

Ground cover

b.

Erodible soils

c.

Temporary measures
(1) Structural Practices
(2) Temporary and permanent stabilization

d.

Effective selection, implementation and maintenance of Best Management
Practices (BMPs).

1.7.6
Protection of the Environment from Waste Derived from Contractor
Operations
Control and disposal of solid and sanitary waste.
hazardous waste.

Control and disposal of

This item consist of the management procedures for hazardous waste to be
generated. The elements of those procedures will coincide with the
Installation Hazardous Waste Management Plan. The Contracting Officer
will provide a copy of the Installation Hazardous Waste Management Plan.
As a minimum, include the following:
a.

List of the types of hazardous wastes expected to be generated

b.

Procedures to ensure a written waste determination is made for
appropriate wastes that are to be generated

c.

Sampling/analysis plan, including laboratory method(s) that will be
used for waste determinations and copies of relevant laboratory
certifications

d.

Methods and proposed locations for hazardous waste
accumulation/storage (that is, in tanks or containers)

e.

Management procedures for storage, labeling, transportation, and
disposal of waste (treatment of waste is not allowed unless
specifically noted)
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f.

Management procedures and regulatory documentation ensuring disposal
of hazardous waste complies with Land Disposal Restrictions (40 CFR 268
)

g.

Management procedures for recyclable hazardous materials such as
lead-acid batteries, used oil, and similar

h.

Used oil management procedures in accordance with 40 CFR 279;
Hazardous waste minimization procedures

i.

Plans for the disposal of hazardous waste by permitted facilities; and
Procedures to be employed to ensure required employee training records
are maintained.

1.7.7

Prevention of Releases to the Environment

Procedures to prevent releases to the environment
Notifications in the event of a release to the environment
1.7.8

Regulatory Notification and Permits

List what notifications and permit applications must be made. Some
permits require up to 180 days to obtain. Demonstrate that those permits
have been obtained or applied for by including copies of applicable
environmental permits. The EPP will not be approved until the permits
have been obtained.
1.7.9
1.7.9.1

Clean Air Act Compliance
Haul Route

Submit truck and material haul routes along with a Dirt and Dust Control
Plan for controlling dirt, debris, and dust on Installation roadways. As
a minimum, identify in the plan the subcontractor and equipment for
cleaning along the haul route and measures to reduce dirt, dust, and
debris from roadways.
1.7.9.2

Pollution Generating Equipment

Identify air pollution generating equipment or processes that may require
federal, state, or local permits under the Clean Air Act. Determine
requirements based on any current installation permits and the impacts of
the project. Provide a list of all fixed or mobile equipment, machinery
or operations that could generate air emissions during the project to the
Installation Environmental Office (Air Program Manager).
1.7.9.3

Stationary Internal Combustion Engines

Identify portable and stationary internal combustion engines that will be
supplied, used or serviced. Comply with 40 CFR 60 Subpart IIII, 40 CFR 60
Subpart JJJJ, 40 CFR 63 Subpart ZZZZ, and local regulations as
applicable. At minimum, include the make, model, serial number,
manufacture date, size (engine brake horsepower), and EPA emission
certification status of each engine. Maintain applicable records and log
hours of operation and fuel use. Logs must include reasons for operation
and delineate between emergency and non-emergency operation.
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Refrigerants

Identify management practices to ensure that heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) work involving refrigerants complies with 40 CFR 82
requirements. Technicians must be certified, maintain copies of
certification on site, use certified equipment and log work that requires
the addition or removal of refrigerant. Any refrigerant reclaimed is the
property of the Government, coordinate with the Installation Environmental
Office to determine the appropriate turn in location.
1.7.9.5

Air Pollution-engineering Processes

Identify planned air pollution-generating processes and management control
measures (including, but not limited to, spray painting, abrasive
blasting, demolition, material handling, fugitive dust, and fugitive
emissions). Log hours of operations and track quantities of materials
used.
1.7.9.6

Compliant Materials

Provide the Government a list of SDSs for all hazardous materials proposed
for use on site. Materials must be compliant with all Clean Air Act
regulations for emissions including solvent and volatile organic compound
contents, and applicable National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants requirements. The Government may alter or limit use of
specific materials as needed to meet installation permit requirements for
emissions.
1.8

LICENSES AND PERMITS

Obtain licenses and permits required for the construction of the project
and in accordance with FAR 52.236-7 Permits and Responsibilities. Notify
the Government of all general use permitted equipment the Contractor plans
to use on site. This paragraph supplements the Contractor's
responsibility under FAR 52.236-7 Permits and Responsibilities.
1.9

ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS BINDER

Maintain on-site a separate three-ring Environmental Records Binder and
submit at the completion of the project. Make separate parts within the
binder that correspond to each submittal listed under paragraph CLOSEOUT
SUBMITTALS in this section.
1.10

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PERMIT

Provide the Contracting Officer with written notification of the quantity
of anticipated solid waste or debris that is anticipated or estimated to
be generated by construction. Include in the report the locations where
various types of waste will be disposed or recycled. Include letters of
acceptance from the receiving location or as applicable; submit one copy
of the receiving location state and local Solid Waste Management Permit or
license showing such agency's approval of the disposal plan before
transporting wastes off Government property.
1.10.1

Monthly Solid Waste Disposal Report

Monthly, submit a solid waste disposal report to the Contracting Officer.
For each waste, the report will state the classification (using the
definitions provided in this section), amount, location, and name of the
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business receiving the solid waste.
1.11

FACILITY HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATOR STATUS

Yorktown DFSP is designated as a Very Small Quantity Generator. Meet the
regulatory requirements of this generator designation for any work
conducted within the boundaries of this Installation. Comply with
provisions of federal, state, and local regulatory requirements applicable
to this generator status regarding training and storage, handling, and
disposal of construction derived wastes.
PART 2

PRODUCTS

Not Used
PART 3
3.1

EXECUTION
PROTECTION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Minimize interference with, disturbance to, and damage to fish, wildlife,
and plants, including their habitats. Prior to the commencement of
activities, consult with the Installation Environmental Office, regarding
rare species or sensitive habitats that need to be protected. The
protection of rare, threatened, and endangered animal and plant species
identified, including their habitats, is the Contractor's responsibility.
Preserve the natural resources within the project boundaries and outside
the limits of permanent work. Restore to an equivalent or improved
condition upon completion of work that is consistent with the requirements
of the Installation Environmental Office or as otherwise specified.
Confine construction activities to within the limits of the work indicated
or specified.
3.1.1

Flow Ways

Do not alter water flows or otherwise significantly disturb the native
habitat adjacent to the project and critical to the survival of fish and
wildlife, except as specified and permitted.
3.1.2

Vegetation

Except in areas to be cleared, do not remove, cut, deface, injure, or
destroy trees or shrubs without the Contracting Officer's permission. Do
not fasten or attach ropes, cables, or guys to existing nearby trees for
anchorages unless authorized by the Contracting Officer. Where such use
of attached ropes, cables, or guys is authorized, the Contractor is
responsible for any resultant damage.
Protect existing trees that are to remain to ensure they are not injured,
bruised, defaced, or otherwise damaged by construction operations. Remove
displaced rocks from uncleared areas. Coordinate with the Contracting
Officer and Installation Environmental Office to determine appropriate
action for trees and other landscape features scarred or damaged by
equipment operations.
3.1.3

Streams

Stream crossings must allow movement of materials or equipment without
violating water pollution control standards of the federal, state, and
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local governments. Construction of stream crossing structures must be in
compliance with any required permits including, but not limited to, Clean
Water Act Section 404, and Section 401 Water Quality.
The Contracting Officer's approval and appropriate permits are required
before any equipment will be permitted to ford live streams. In areas
where frequent crossings are required, install temporary culverts or
bridges. Obtain Contracting Officer's approval prior to installation.
Remove temporary culverts or bridges upon completion of work, and repair
the area to its original condition unless otherwise required by the
Contracting Officer.
3.2

STORMWATER

Do not discharge stormwater from construction sites to the sanitary
sewer. If the water is noted or suspected of being contaminated, it may
only be released to the storm drain system if the discharge is
specifically permitted. Obtain authorization in advance from the
Installation Environmental Office for any release of contaminated water.
3.2.1

Construction General Permit

Provide a Construction General Permit as required by 40 CFR 122.26 or the
State of Virginia General Permit. Under the terms and conditions of the
permit, install, inspect, maintain BMPs, prepare stormwater erosion and
sediment control inspection reports, and submit SWPPP inspection reports.
Maintain construction operations and management in compliance with the
terms and conditions of the general permit for stormwater discharges from
construction activities.
3.2.1.1

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

Submit a project-specific Stormwater Pollution
the Contracting Officer for approval, prior to
The SWPPP must meet the requirements of 40 CFR
State General Permit for stormwater discharges

Prevention Plan (SWPPP) to
the commencement of work.
122.26 and the Virginia
from construction sites.

Include the following:
a.

Comply with terms of the state general permit for stormwater
discharges from construction activities. Prepare SWPPP in accordance
with state requirements.

b.

Select applicable BMPs from EPA Fact Sheets located at Select
applicable erosion and sediment controls from the Virginia Erosion and
Sediment Control Handbook at
https://www.deq.virginia.gov/water/stormwater/esc-handbook and BMPs
from the DEQ Virginia stormwater BMP Clearinghouse at
https://swbmp.vwrrc.vt.edu/.

c.

Include a completed copy of the Notice of Intent, BMP Inspection
Report Template, and Stormwater Notice of Termination, except for the
effective date.

d.

Comply with additional requirements provided in Section 01 57 19.01 20
SUPPLEMENTAL TEMPORARY ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
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Stormwater Notice of Intent for Construction Activities

Prepare and submit the Notice of Intent for VPDES coverage under the
general permit for construction activities to the Contracting Officer for
review.
Prepare and submit the Notice of Intent for VPDES coverage under the
general permit for construction activities to the Contracting Officer for
review and approval.
Prepare and submit a Notice of Intent as a co-permittee to the Contracting
Officer, for review and approval.
Submit the approved NOI and appropriate permit fees onto the appropriate
federal or state agency for approval. No land disturbing activities may
commence without permit coverage. Maintain an approved copy of the SWPPP
at the onsite construction office, and continually update as regulations
require, reflecting current site conditions.
Comply with the additional requirements in Section 01 57 19.01 20
SUPPLEMENTAL TEMPORARY ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS.
3.2.1.3

Inspection Reports

Submit "Inspection Reports" to the Contracting Officer in accordance with
the State of Virginia Construction General Permit. Provide Inspection
Reports in accordance with 01 57 19.01 20 SUPPLEMENTAL TEMPORARY
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS.
3.2.1.4

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan Compliance Notebook

Create and maintain a three ring binder of documents that demonstrate
compliance with the Construction General Permit. Include a copy of the
permit Notice of Intent, proof of permit fee payment, SWPPP and SWPPP
update amendments, inspection checklists, inspection reports and related
corrective action records, copies of correspondence with the the State
Permitting Agency, and a copy of the permit Notice of Termination in the
binder note that the binder must be maintained with the SWPPP. At project
completion, the notebook becomes property of the Government. Provide the
compliance notebook to the Contracting Officer.
3.2.1.5

Stormwater Notice of Termination for Construction Activities

Submit a Notice of Termination to the Contracting Officer for approval
once construction is complete and final stabilization has been achieved on
all portions of the site for which the permittee is responsible. Once
approved, submit the Notice of Termination to the appropriate state or
federal agency. Prepare as-built topographic survey information required
by the permitting agency for certification of the stormwater management
system, and provide to the Contracting Officer.
3.2.2

Erosion and Sediment Control Measures

Provide erosion and sediment control measures in accordance with state and
local laws and regulations. Preserve vegetation to the maximum extent
practicable.
Erosion control inspection reports may be compiled as part of a stormwater
pollution prevention plan inspection reports.
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Erosion Control

Prevent erosion by mulching, Compost Blankets, Geotextiles, temporary
slope drains. Stabilize slopes by chemical stabilization, sodding,
seeding, or such combination of these methods necessary for effective
erosion control. Use of hay bales is prohibited.
Provide seeding in accordance with Section 32 92 19 SEEDING.
3.2.2.2

Sediment Control Practices

Implement sediment control practices to divert flows from exposed soils,
temporarily store flows, or otherwise limit runoff and the discharge of
pollutants from exposed areas of the site. Implement sediment control
practices prior to soil disturbance and prior to creating areas with
concentrated flow, during the construction process to minimize erosion and
sediment laden runoff. Include the following devices: Silt fence,
temporary diversion dikes, storm drain inlet protection. Location and
details of installation and construction are indicated on the drawings.
3.2.3

Work Area Limits

Mark the areas that need not be disturbed under this Contract prior to
commencing construction activities. Mark or fence isolated areas within
the general work area that are not to be disturbed. Protect monuments and
markers before construction operations commence. Where construction
operations are to be conducted during darkness, any markers must be
visible in the dark. Personnel must be knowledgeable of the purpose for
marking and protecting particular objects.
3.2.4

Contractor Facilities and Work Areas

Place field offices, staging areas, stockpile storage, and temporary
buildings in areas designated on the drawings or as directed by the
Contracting Officer. Move or relocate the Contractor facilities only when
approved by the Government. Provide erosion and sediment controls for
onsite borrow and spoil areas to prevent sediment from entering nearby
waters. Control temporary excavation and embankments for plant or work
areas to protect adjacent areas.
3.3
3.3.1

SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER
Cofferdams, Diversions, and Dewatering

Construction operations for dewatering, removal of cofferdams, tailrace
excavation, and tunnel closure must be constantly controlled to maintain
compliance with existing state water quality standards and designated uses
of the surface water body. Comply with the State of Virginia water
quality standards and anti-degradation provisions. Do not discharge
excavation ground water to the sanitary sewer, storm drains, or to surface
waters without prior specific authorization in writing from the
Installation Environmental Office. Discharge of hazardous substances will
not be permitted under any circumstances. Use sediment control BMPs to
prevent construction site runoff from directly entering any storm drain or
surface waters.
Obtain authorization for any contaminated groundwater release in advance
from the Installation Environmental Officer and the federal or state
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authority, as applicable. Discharge of hazardous substances will not be
permitted under any circumstances.
3.3.2

Waters of the United States

Do not enter, disturb, destroy, or allow discharge of contaminants into
waters of the United States, except as authorized herein. The protection
of waters of the United States shown on the drawings in accordance with
paragraph LICENSES AND PERMITS is the Contractor's responsibility.
Authorization to enter specific waters of the United States identified
does not relieve the Contractor from any obligation to protect other
waters of the United States within, adjacent to, or in the vicinity of the
construction site and associated boundaries.
3.4
3.4.1

PROTECTION OF CULTURAL RESOURCES
Archaeological Resources

Existing archaeological resources within the work area are shown on the
drawings. Protect these resources and be responsible for their
preservation during the life of the Contract. If, during excavation or
other construction activities, any previously unidentified or
unanticipated historical, archaeological, and cultural resources are
discovered or found, activities that may damage or alter such resources
will be suspended. Resources covered by this paragraph include, but are
not limited to: Any human skeletal remains or burials; artifacts; shell,
midden, bone, charcoal, or other deposits; rock or coral alignments,
pavings, wall, or other constructed features; and any indication of
agricultural or other human activities. Upon such discovery or find,
immediately notify the Contracting Officer so that the appropriate
authorities may be notified and a determination made as to their
significance and what, if any, special disposition of the finds should be
made. Cease all activities that may result in impact to or the
destruction of these resources. Secure the area and prevent employees or
other persons from trespassing on, removing, or otherwise disturbing such
resources. The Government retains ownership and control over
archaeological resources.
3.4.2

Historical Resources

Existing historical resources within the work area are shown on the
drawings. Protect these resources and be responsible for their
preservation during the life of the Contract.
3.5

AIR RESOURCES

Equipment operation, activities, or processes will be in accordance with
40 CFR 64 and state air emission and performance laws and standards.
3.5.1

Preconstruction Air Permits

Notify the Air Program Manager, through the Contracting Officer, at least
6 months prior to bringing equipment, assembled or unassembled, onto the
Installation, so that air permits can be secured. Necessary permitting
time must be considered in regard to construction activities. Clean Air
Act (CAA) permits must be obtained prior to bringing equipment, assembled
or unassembled, onto the Installation. Under 9VAC5-80-1105, Concrete
crushers would be subject to a minor NSR permit authorizing the emissions
unit as a portable held by the equipment owner. Submit a copy of the
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crusher air permit to the Environmental Air Manager for review prior to
bringing equipment on site.
Permits will be provided by the Government.
have been obtained.
3.5.2

Confirm that these permits

Oil or Dual-fuel Boilers and Furnaces

Provide product data and details for new, replacement, or relocated fuel
fired boilers, heaters, or furnaces to the Installation Environmental
Office (Air Program Manager) through the Contracting Officer. Data to be
reported include: Equipment purpose (water heater, building heat,
process), manufacturer, model number, serial number, fuel type (oil type,
gas type) size (MMBTU heat input). Provide in accordance with paragraph
PRECONSTRUCTION AIR PERMITS.
3.5.3

Burning

Burning is prohibited on the Government premises.
3.5.4

Class I ODS Prohibition

Class I ODS Contractor will be responsible for dispositioning all
reclaimed ODS in accordance with applicable Federal, State, and/or Local
regulations. ODS dispositioning is required to be reported to Yorktown EV..
3.5.5

Accidental Venting of Refrigerant

Accidental venting of a refrigerant is a release and must be reported
immediately to the Contracting Officer.
3.5.6

EPA Certification Requirements

Heating and air conditioning technicians must be certified through an
EPA-approved program. Maintain copies of certifications at the employees'
places of business; technicians must carry certification wallet cards, as
provided by environmental law.
3.5.7

Dust Control

Keep dust down at all times, including during nonworking periods.
Sprinkle or treat, with dust suppressants, the soil at the site, haul
roads, and other areas disturbed by operations. Dry power brooming will
not be permitted. Instead, use vacuuming, wet mopping, wet sweeping, or
wet power brooming. Air blowing will be permitted only for cleaning
nonparticulate debris such as steel reinforcing bars. Only wet cutting
will be permitted for cutting concrete blocks, concrete, and bituminous
concrete. Do not unnecessarily shake bags of cement, concrete mortar, or
plaster. Since these products contain Crystalline Silica, comply with the
applicable OSHA standard, 29 CFR 1910.1053 or 29 CFR 1926.1153 for
controlling exposure to Crystalline Silica Dust.
3.5.7.1

Particulates

Dust particles, aerosols and gaseous by-products from construction
activities, and processing and preparation of materials (such as from
asphaltic batch plants) must be controlled at all times, including
weekends, holidays, and hours when work is not in progress. Maintain
excavations, stockpiles, haul roads, permanent and temporary access roads,
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plant sites, spoil areas, borrow areas, and other work areas within or
outside the project boundaries free from particulates that would exceed
40 CFR 50, state, and local air pollution standards or that would cause a
hazard or a nuisance. Sprinkling, chemical treatment of an approved type,
baghouse, scrubbers, electrostatic precipitators, or other methods will be
permitted to control particulates in the work area. Sprinkling, to be
efficient, must be repeated to keep the disturbed area damp. Provide
sufficient, competent equipment available to accomplish these tasks.
Perform particulate control as the work proceeds and whenever a
particulate nuisance or hazard occurs. Comply with state and local
visibility regulations.
3.5.7.2

Abrasive Blasting

Blasting operations cannot be performed without prior approval of the
Installation Air Program Manager. The use of silica sand is prohibited in
sandblasting.
Provide tarpaulin drop cloths and windscreens to enclose abrasive blasting
operations to confine and collect dust, abrasive agent, paint chips, and
other debris. Perform work involving removal of hazardous material in
accordance with 29 CFR 1910.
3.5.8

Odors

Control odors from construction activities. The odors must be in
compliance with state regulations and local ordinances and may not
constitute a health hazard.
3.6

WASTE MINIMIZATION

Minimize the use of hazardous materials and the generation of waste.
Include procedures for pollution prevention/ hazardous waste minimization
in the Hazardous Waste Management Section of the EPP. Obtain a copy of
the installation's Pollution Prevention/Hazardous Waste Minimization Plan
for reference material when preparing this part of the EPP. If no written
plan exists, obtain information by contacting the Contracting Officer.
Describe the anticipated types of the hazardous materials to be used in
the construction when requesting information.
3.6.1

Salvage, Reuse and Recycle

Identify anticipated materials and waste for salvage, reuse, and
recycling. Describe actions to promote material reuse, resale or
recycling. To the extent practicable, all scrap metal must be sent for
reuse or recycling and will not be disposed of in a landfill.
Include the name, physical address, and telephone number of the hauler, if
transported by a franchised solid waste hauler. Include the destination
and, unless exempted, provide a copy of the state or local permit (cover)
or license for recycling.
3.6.2

Nonhazardous Solid Waste Diversion Report

Maintain an inventory of nonhazardous solid waste diversion and disposal
of construction and demolition debris. Submit a report to the Contracting
Officer on the first working day after each fiscal year quarter, starting
the first quarter that nonhazardous solid waste has been generated.
Include the following in the report:
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Construction and Demolition (C&D) Debris
Disposed

tons

C&D Debris Recycled

tons

C&D Debris Composted

tons

Total C&D Debris Generated

tons

Waste Sent to Waste-To-Energy Incineration
Plant (This amount should not be included
in the recycled amount)

tons

3.7

WASTE MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL

3.7.1

Waste Determination Documentation

Complete a Waste Determination form (provided at the pre-construction
conference) for Contractor-derived wastes to be generated. All
potentially hazardous solid waste streams that are not subject to a
specific exclusion or exemption from the hazardous waste regulations
(e.g., scrap metal, domestic sewage) or subject to special rules,
(lead-acid batteries and precious metals) must be characterized in
accordance with the requirements of 40 CFR 261 or corresponding applicable
state or local regulations. Base waste determination on user knowledge of
the processes and materials used, and analytical data when necessary.
Consult with the Installation environmental staff for guidance on specific
requirements. Attach support documentation to the Waste Determination
form. As a minimum, provide a Waste Determination form for the following
waste (this listing is not inclusive): Oil- and latex-based painting and
caulking products, solvents, adhesives, aerosols, petroleum products, and
containers of the original materials.
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.1.1

Sampling and Analysis of Waste
Waste Sampling

Sample waste in accordance with EPA SW-846. Clearly mark each sampled
drum or container with the Contractor's identification number, and cross
reference to the chemical analysis performed.
3.7.1.1.2

Laboratory Analysis

Follow the analytical procedure and methods in accordance with the
40 CFR 261. Provide analytical results and reports performed to the
Contracting Officer.
3.7.1.1.3

Analysis Type

Identify hazardous waste by analyzing for the following characteristics:
Ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, toxicity based on TCLP results.
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Solid Waste Management
Project Solid Waste Disposal Documentation Report

Provide copies of the waste handling facilities' weight tickets, receipts,
bills of sale, and other sales documentation. In lieu of sales
documentation, a statement indicating the disposal location for the solid
waste that is signed by an employee authorized to legally obligate or bind
the firm may be submitted. The sales documentation Contractor
certification must include the receiver's tax identification number and
business, EPA or state registration number, along with the receiver's
delivery and business addresses and telephone numbers. For each solid
waste retained for the Contractor's own use, submit the information
previously described in this paragraph on the solid waste disposal
report. Prices paid or received do not have to be reported to the
Contracting Officer unless required by other provisions or specifications
of this Contract or public law.
3.7.2.2

Control and Management of Solid Wastes

Pick up solid wastes, and place in covered containers that are regularly
emptied. Do not prepare or cook food on the project site. Prevent
contamination of the site or other areas when handling and disposing of
wastes. At project completion, leave the areas clean. Employ segregation
measures so that no hazardous or toxic waste will become co-mingled with
non-hazardous solid waste. Transport solid waste off Government property
and dispose of it in compliance with 40 CFR 260, state, and local
requirements for solid waste disposal. A Subtitle D RCRA permitted
landfill is the minimum acceptable offsite solid waste disposal option.
Verify that the selected transporters and disposal facilities have the
necessary permits and licenses to operate. Comply with site procedures.
Segregate and separate treated wood components disposed at a lined
landfill approved to accept this waste in accordance with local and state
regulations. Solid waste disposal offsite must comply with most stringent
local, state, and federal requirements, including 40 CFR 241, 40 CFR 243,
and 40 CFR 258.
Manage hazardous material used in construction, including but not limited
to, aerosol cans, waste paint, cleaning solvents, contaminated brushes,
and used rags, in accordance with 49 CFR 173.
3.7.3

Control and Management of Hazardous Waste

Do not dispose of hazardous waste on Government property. Do not
discharge any waste to a sanitary sewer, storm drain, or to surface waters
or conduct waste treatment or disposal on Government property without
written approval of the Contracting Officer.
3.7.3.1

Hazardous Waste/Debris Management

Identify construction activities that will generate hazardous waste or
debris. Provide a documented waste determination for resultant waste
streams. Identify, label, handle, store, and dispose of hazardous waste
or debris in accordance with federal, state, and local regulations,
including 40 CFR 261, 40 CFR 262, 40 CFR 263, 40 CFR 264, 40 CFR 265,
40 CFR 266, and 40 CFR 268.
Manage hazardous waste in accordance with the approved Hazardous Waste
Management Section of the EPP. Store hazardous wastes in approved
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containers in accordance with 49 CFR 173 and 49 CFR 178. Hazardous waste
generated within the confines of Government facilities is identified as
being generated by the Government. Prior to removal of any hazardous
waste from Government property, hazardous waste manifests must be signed
by personnel from the Installation Environmental Office. Do not bring
hazardous waste onto Government property. Provide the Contracting Officer
with a copy of waste determination documentation for any solid waste
streams that have any potential to be hazardous waste or contain any
chemical constituents listed in 40 CFR 372-SUBPART D.
3.7.3.2

Waste Storage/Satellite Accumulation/90 Day Storage Areas

Accumulate hazardous waste at satellite accumulation points and in
compliance with 40 CFR 262.34 and applicable state or local regulations.
Individual waste streams will be limited to 55 gallons of accumulation (or
1 quart for acutely hazardous wastes). If the Contractor expects to
generate hazardous waste at a rate and quantity that makes satellite
accumulation impractical, the Contractor may request a temporary 90 day
accumulation point be established. Submit a request in writing to the
Contracting Officer and provide the following information (Attach Site
Plan to the Request):
Contract Number
Contractor
Haz/Waste or Regulated Waste POC
Phone Number
Type of Waste
Source of Waste
Emergency POC
Phone Number
Location of the Site

Attach a Waste Determination form for the expected waste streams. Allow
10 working days for processing this request. Additional compliance
requirements (e.g., training and contingency planning) that may be
required are the responsibility of the Contractor. Barricade the
designated area where waste is being stored and post a sign identifying as
follows:
"DANGER - UNAUTHORIZED PERSONNEL KEEP OUT"
3.7.3.3

Hazardous Waste Disposal

3.7.3.3.1

Responsibilities for Contractor's Disposal

Provide hazardous waste manifest to the Installations Environmental Office
for review, approval, and signature prior to shipping waste off Government
property.
3.7.3.3.1.1

Services

Provide service necessary for the final treatment or disposal of the
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hazardous material or waste in accordance with 40 CFR 260, local, and
state, laws and regulations, and the terms and conditions of the Contract
within 60 days after the materials have been generated. These services
include necessary personnel, labor, transportation, packaging, detailed
analysis (if required for disposal or transportation, include manifesting
or complete waste profile sheets, equipment, and compile documentation).
3.7.3.3.1.2

Samples

Obtain a representative sample of the material generated for each job done
to provide waste stream determination.
3.7.3.3.1.3

Analysis

Analyze each sample taken and provide analytical results to the
Contracting Officer. See paragraph WASTE DETERMINATION DOCUMENTATION.
3.7.3.3.1.4

Labeling

Determine the Department of Transportation's (DOT's) proper shipping names
for waste (each container requiring disposal) and demonstrate to the
Contracting Officer how this determination is developed and supported by
the sampling and analysis requirements contained herein. Label all
containers of hazardous waste with the words "Hazardous Waste" or other
words to describe the contents of the container in accordance with
40 CFR 262.31 and applicable state or local regulations.
3.7.3.3.2

Contractor Disposal Turn-In Requirements

Hazardous waste generated must be disposed of in accordance with the
following conditions to meet installation requirements:
a.

Drums must be compatible with waste contents and drums must meet DOT
requirements for 49 CFR 173 for transportation of materials.

b.

Band drums to wooden pallets.

c.

No more than three 55 gallon drums or two 85 gallon over packs are to
be banded to a pallet.

d.

Band using 1-1/4 inch minimum band on upper third of drum.

e.

Provide label in accordance with 49 CFR 172.101.

f.

Leave 3 to 5 inches of empty space above volume of material.

3.7.3.4

Universal Waste Management

Manage the following categories of universal waste in accordance with
federal, state, and local requirements and installation instructions:
a.

Batteries as described in 40 CFR 273.2

b.

Lamps as described in 40 CFR 273.5

c.

Mercury-containing equipment as described in 40 CFR 273.4

d.

Section 01 57 19.01 20 SUPPLEMENTAL TEMPORARY ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
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Mercury is prohibited in the construction of this facility, unless
specified otherwise, and with the exception of mercury vapor lamps and
fluorescent lamps. Dumping of mercury-containing materials and devices
such as mercury vapor lamps, fluorescent lamps, and mercury switches, in
rubbish containers is prohibited. Remove without breaking, pack to
prevent breakage, and transport out of the activity in an unbroken
condition for disposal as directed.
3.7.3.5

Electronics End-of-Life Management

Recycle or dispose of electronics waste, including, but not limited to,
used electronic devices such computers, monitors, hard-copy devices,
televisions, mobile devices, in accordance with 40 CFR 260-262, state, and
local requirements, and installation instructions.
3.7.3.6

Disposal Documentation for Hazardous and Regulated Waste

Contact the Contracting Officer for the facility RCRA identification
number that is to be used on each manifest.
Submit a copy of the applicable EPA and or state permit(s), manifest(s),
or license(s) for transportation, treatment, storage, and disposal of
hazardous and regulated waste by permitted facilities. Hazardous or toxic
waste manifests must be reviewed, signed, and approved by the Contracting
Officer before the Contractor may ship waste. To obtain specific disposal
instructions, coordinate with the Installation Environmental Office.
Refer to Section 01 57 19.01 20 SUPPLEMENTAL TEMPORARY ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROLS for the Installation Point of Contact information.
3.7.4
3.7.4.1

Releases/Spills of Oil and Hazardous Substances
Response and Notifications

Exercise due diligence to prevent, contain, and respond to spills of
hazardous material, hazardous substances, hazardous waste, sewage,
regulated gas, petroleum, lubrication oil, and other substances regulated
in accordance with 40 CFR 300. Maintain spill cleanup equipment and
materials at the work site. In the event of a spill, take prompt,
effective action to stop, contain, curtail, or otherwise limit the amount,
duration, and severity of the spill/release. In the event of any releases
of oil and hazardous substances, chemicals, or gases; immediately (within
15 minutes) notify the Installation Fire Department, the Installation
Command Duty Officer, the Installation Environmental Office, the
Contracting Officer and the state or local authority.
Submit verbal and written notifications as required by the federal (
40 CFR 300.125 and 40 CFR 355), state, local regulations and
instructions. Provide copies of the written notification and
documentation that a verbal notification was made within 20 days. Spill
response must be in accordance with 40 CFR 300 and applicable state and
local regulations. Contain and clean up these spills without cost to the
Government.
3.7.4.2

Clean Up

Clean up hazardous and non-hazardous waste spills. Reimburse the
Government for costs incurred including sample analysis materials,
clothing, equipment, and labor if the Government will initiate its own
spill cleanup procedures, for Contractor-responsible spills, when: Spill
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cleanup procedures have not begun within one hour of spill
discovery/occurrence; or, in the Government's judgment, spill cleanup is
inadequate and the spill remains a threat to human health or the
environment.
3.7.5

Mercury Materials

Immediately report to the Environmental Office and the Contracting Officer
instances of breakage or mercury spillage. Clean mercury spill area to
the satisfaction of the Contracting Officer.
Do not recycle a mercury spill cleanup; manage it as a hazardous waste for
disposal.
3.7.6

Wastewater

3.7.6.1

Disposal of Wastewater

Disposal of wastewater must be as specified below.
3.7.6.1.1

Treatment

Do not allow wastewater from construction activities, such as onsite
material processing, concrete curing, foundation and concrete clean-up,
water used in concrete trucks, and forms to enter water ways or to be
discharged prior to being treated to remove pollutants. Dispose of the
construction-related waste water off-Government property in accordance
with 40 CFR 403, state, regional, and local laws and regulations. In
accordance with the general construction permit, there must be a
designated concrete washout that directs wash water into a leak-proof
container or leak-proof settling basin. The container or basin shall be
adequate size with adequate freeboard for precipitation. Hardened
concrete wastes can be removed and disposed of construction waste. Liquid
concrete wastes shall be removed and disposed of in a manner consistent
with the handling of other construction wash waters and shall not be
discharged to surface waters.
3.7.6.1.2

Surface Discharge

For discharge of ground water, obtain a state or federal permit specific
for pumping and discharging ground water prior to surface discharging.
Surface discharge in accordance with federal, state, and local laws and
regulations. Prior approval is required before discharge is allowed.
3.8

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL MANAGEMENT

Include hazardous material control procedures in the Safety Plan, in
accordance with Section 01 35 26 GOVERNMENTAL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS.
Address procedures and proper handling of hazardous materials, including
the appropriate transportation requirements. Do not bring hazardous
material onto Government property that does not directly relate to
requirements for the performance of this contract. Submit an SDS and
estimated quantities to be used for each hazardous material to the
Contracting Officer prior to bringing the material on the installation.
Typical materials requiring SDS and quantity reporting include, but are
not limited to, oil and latex based painting and caulking products,
solvents, adhesives, aerosol, and petroleum products. Use hazardous
materials in a manner that minimizes the amount of hazardous waste
generated. Containers of hazardous materials must have National Fire
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Protection Association labels or their equivalent. Certify that hazardous
materials removed from the site are hazardous materials and do not meet
the definition of hazardous waste, in accordance with 40 CFR 261.
3.8.1

Contractor Hazardous Material Inventory Log

Submit the "Contractor Hazardous Material Inventory Log" (found at:
http://www.wbdg.org/ffc/dod/unified-facilities-guide-specificationsufgs/forms-graphics-tables), which provides information required by (EPCRA
Sections 312 and 313) along with corresponding SDS, to the Contracting
Officer at the start and at the end of construction (30 days from final
acceptance), and update no later than January 31 of each calendar year
during the life of the contract. Keep copies of the SDSs for hazardous
materials onsite. At the end of the project, provide the Contracting
Officer with copies of the SDSs, and the maximum quantity of each material
that was present at the site at any one time, the dates the material was
present, the amount of each material that was used during the project, and
how the material was used.
The Contracting Officer may request documentation for any spills or
releases, environmental reports, or off-site transfers.
3.9

PREVIOUSLY USED EQUIPMENT

Clean previously used construction equipment prior to bringing it onto the
project site. Equipment must be free from soil residuals, egg deposits
from plant pests, noxious weeds, and plant seeds. Consult with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture jurisdictional office for additional cleaning
requirements.
3.10

CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT OF ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIAL (ACM)

Manage and dispose of asbestos-containing waste in accordance with
40 CFR 61. Refer to Section 02 82 00 ASBESTOS REMEDIATION. Manifest
asbestos-containing waste and provide the manifest to the Contracting
Officer and Yorktown EV/PWD for review and signature if disposal.
Notifications to the state and Installation Air Program Manager are
required before starting any asbestos work.
3.11

CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT OF LEAD-BASED PAINT (LBP)

Manage and dispose of lead-contaminated waste in accordance with 40 CFR 745
and Section 02 83 00 LEAD REMEDIATION. Manifest any lead-contaminated
waste and provide the manifest to the Contracting Officer.
3.12

CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT OF LIGHTING BALLAST AND LAMPS CONTAINING PCBS

Manage and dispose of contaminated waste in accordance with 40 CFR 761.
Refer to Section 02 84 16 HANDLING OF LIGHTING BALLASTS AND LAMPS
CONTAINING PCBS AND MERCURY.
3.13

PETROLEUM, OIL, LUBRICANT (POL) STORAGE AND FUELING

POL products include flammable or combustible liquids, such as gasoline,
diesel, lubricating oil, used engine oil, hydraulic oil, mineral oil, and
cooking oil. Store POL products and fuel equipment and motor vehicles in
a manner that affords the maximum protection against spills into the
environment. Manage and store POL products in accordance with EPA
40 CFR 112, and other federal, state, regional, and local laws and
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regulations. Use secondary containments, dikes, curbs, and other
barriers, to prevent POL products from spilling and entering the ground,
storm or sewer drains, stormwater ditches or canals, or navigable waters
of the United States. Describe in the EPP (see paragraph ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION PLAN) how POL tanks and containers must be stored, managed, and
inspected and what protections must be provided. Storage of fuel on the
project site must be in accordance with EPA, state, and local laws and
regulations and paragraph OIL STORAGE INCLUDING FUEL TANKS.
3.13.1

Used Oil Management

Manage used oil generated on site in accordance with 40 CFR 279.
Determine if any used oil generated while onsite exhibits a characteristic
of hazardous waste. Used oil containing 1,000 parts per million of
solvents is considered a hazardous waste and disposed of at the
Contractor's expense. Used oil mixed with a hazardous waste is also
considered a hazardous waste. Dispose in accordance with paragraph
HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL.
3.13.2

Oil Storage Including Fuel Tanks

Provide secondary containment and overfill protection for oil storage
tanks. A berm used to provide secondary containment must be of sufficient
size and strength to contain the contents of the tanks plus 5 inches
freeboard for precipitation. Construct the berm to be impervious to oil
for 72 hours that no discharge will permeate, drain, infiltrate, or
otherwise escape before cleanup occurs. Use drip pans during oil transfer
operations; adequate absorbent material must be onsite to clean up any
spills and prevent releases to the environment. Cover tanks and drip pans
during inclement weather. Provide procedures and equipment to prevent
overfilling of tanks. If tanks and containers with an aggregate
aboveground capacity greater than 1,320 gallons will be used onsite (only
containers with a capacity of 55 gallons or greater are counted), provide
and implement a SPCC plan meeting the requirements of 40 CFR 112. Do not
bring underground storage tanks to the installation for Contractor use
during a project. Submit the SPCC plan to the Contracting Officer for
approval.
Monitor and remove any rainwater that accumulates in open containment
dikes or berms. Inspect the accumulated rainwater prior to draining from
a containment dike to the environment, to determine there is no oil sheen
present.
3.14
INADVERTENT DISCOVERY OF PETROLEUM-CONTAMINATED SOIL OR HAZARDOUS
WASTES
If petroleum-contaminated soil, or suspected hazardous waste is found
during construction that was not identified in the Contract documents,
immediately notify the Contracting Officer. Do not disturb this material
until authorized by the Contracting Officer.
3.15

CHLORDANE

Evaluate excess soils and concrete foundation debris generated during the
demolition of housing units or other wooden structures for the presence of
chlordane or other pesticides prior to reuse or final disposal.
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SOUND INTRUSION

Make the maximum use of low-noise emission products, as certified by the
EPA. Blasting or use of explosives are not permitted without written
permission from the Contracting Officer, and then only during the
designated times.
Keep construction activities under surveillance and control to minimize
environment damage by noise. Comply with the provisions of the State of
Virginia rules.
3.17

POST CONSTRUCTION CLEANUP

Clean up areas used for construction in accordance with Contract Clause:
"Cleaning Up". Unless otherwise instructed in writing by the Contracting
Officer, remove traces of temporary construction facilities such as haul
roads, work area, structures, foundations of temporary structures,
stockpiles of excess or waste materials, and other vestiges of
construction prior to final acceptance of the work. Grade parking area
and similar temporarily used areas to conform with surrounding contours.
-- End of Section --
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SECTION 01 57 19.01 20
SUPPLEMENTAL TEMPORARY ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
11/15, CHG 3: 08/20
PART 1
1.1

GENERAL
REFERENCES

The publications listed below form a part of this specification to the
extent referenced. The publications are referred to within the text by
the basic designation only. If state or local references are not provided
here, refer to Section 01 57 19 TEMPORARY ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS for
appropriate references.
ASTM INTERNATIONAL (ASTM)
ASTM E2356

(2018) Standard Practice for Comprehensive
Building Asbestos Surveys

STATE OF VIRGINIA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE (VAC)
9 VAC 25-840

Title 9, Agency 25, Chapter 840: Erosion
And Sediment Control Regulations

9 VAC 25-850

Title 9, Agency 25, Chapter 850: Erosion
And Sediment Control And Stormwater
Management Certification Regulations

9 VAC 25-870

Title 9, Agency 25, Chapter 870: Virginia
Stormwater Management Program (VSMP)
Regulation

U.S. NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS ADMINISTRATION (NARA)
40 CFR 262

Standards Applicable to Generators of
Hazardous Waste

40 CFR 265

Interim Status Standards for Owners and
Operators of Hazardous Waste Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal Facilities

1.2

SUBMITTALS

Government approval is required for submittals with a "G" or "S"
classification. Submittals not having a "G" or "S" classification are for
Contractor Quality Control. Submit the following in accordance with
Section 01 33 00 SUBMITTAL PROCEDURES:
SD-01 Preconstruction Submittals
Excavation Permits; G
Contractor's Operation and Maintenance (O & M) Plan
Project Report
Waste Originator Training Certification; G
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SD-07 Certificates
Waste Determination Documentation; G
Monthly Project Waste Summary Report
Landfill Disposal Form; G
Hazardous Waste Accumulation Area Registration Form
Contractor Request for Hazardous Waste Satellite Accumulation Area
(SAA) Registration; G
Contractor Request for 45/90-Day Hazardous Waste Accumulation
Certification/Recertification; G
Accumulation Area Inspection Record
Dangerous Waste Profile; G
Dangerous Waste Manifests; G
SD-11 Closeout Submittals
Project Completion Report; G
Refrigerant Work Checklist; G
Operation and Maintenance Records (Air Pollution Sources)
1.3

MID-ATLANTIC

Comply with the following state, regional, and local requirements which
supplement Section 01 57 19 TEMPORARY ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS.
1.3.1

Virginia

1.3.1.1

Definition and Disposal Requirements of Empty Paint Cans

Paint Cans: Paint cans that are empty (free of liquids) of paints,
solvents, thinners and adhesives may be disposed of in dumpsters. All
leftover material should be accurately identified and disposed of properly.
Metal paint cans that meet the empty standard can be placed in dumpsters
marked "metal only"; plastic cans may be placed in solid waste dumpsters.
Manage paint cans with liquid or more than one inch of solidified
oil-based paint as a hazardous waste and label properly. Manage paint
cans with excess water-based paint as non-hazardous waste. Contact NAVFAC
MIDLANT Environmental Services for management requirements.
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.2.1

Erosion and Sediment Control Measures and Stormwater Management
Erosion and Sediment Control

Submit an erosion and sediment control plan, and comply with the
requirements specified in the Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Law
and Regulations. (Virginia Code: 9 VAC 25-840). Obtain a Certificate of
Competency in accordance with 9 VAC 25-850.
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Construction Dewatering

Construction site stormwater runoff must be treated using proper erosion
control measures or stormwater management practices prior to release from
the construction site. Pollutants, including but not limited to
chemicals, fuels, lubricants, sewage, paints, sedimentation, and other
harmful materials must not be discharged into or alongside any river,
stream, or impoundment, or into any channels leading to them. Implement
appropriate erosion and sediment control measures to all disturbed areas
or bare soils to prevent unauthorized offsite sedimentation. Apply
stabilization measures to denuded portions of a project that are at final
grade or where work has temporarily ceased within 7 days.
Prior to commencing excavation work, obtain a Virginia Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (VPDES) discharge permit. As portions of the project
site are known to have had petroleum impacted soil and water in the past
as well PFOA/PFAS compounds in the vicinity, all excavation dewatering (to
include any tank liquid, or piping contents, or perched groundwater, or
accumulated precipitation in open excavations, must be sampled and tested
in accordance with the permit requirements to include at a minimum: TPH
-DRO and GRO, and PFAS/ PFOA compounds prior to discharge. Provide
Treatment through an appropriately sized frac tank, through a properly
sized granular activated carbon (GAC) filter system, prior to discharging
on site in manner that will ensure compliance with all applicable
standards, and ensure no erosion or sedimentation occurs. Submit a
dewatering plan for review and approval by the CM in coordination with
Yorktown Installation Environmental Office as per Sections 31 23 00.00 20
and as further discussed in Section 02 65 00.
1.3.1.3

Virginia Stormwater Management

Where land disturbance is equal to or exceeds one acre, prepare and submit
a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and comply with the
requirements specified in the Virginia Stormwater Management Law and
Regulations (Virginia Code: 9 VAC 25-870). Obtain Certificate of
Competency in accordance with 9 VAC 25-850.
1.3.1.3.1
Stormwater General Permit for Construction Activities
Registration Statement
In accordance with 9 VAC 25-870, submit a Registration Statement to the
State to obtain Virginia Stormwater Management Program General Permit
coverage, and as required under the General Permit, develop a SWPPP for
the project. The SWPPP must meet the requirements of the State General
Permit for storm water discharges from construction activities. Submit
the Registration Statement and appropriate permit fees to the appropriate
state agency for approval a minimum of 15 calendar days prior to the start
of any land disturbing activities. Maintain an approved copy of the SWPPP
at the onsite construction office, and continually update as regulations
require, reflecting current site conditions.
Coverage under this permit requires the Contractor to prepare a SWPPP,
prepare and submit a Registration Statement and provide the permit fee to
the responsible state agency before any land disturbing activities begin.
File for permit coverage on behalf of both the Contractor and the
Construction Officer, and file a Notice of Termination once construction
is complete and the site is stabilized with a final sustainable cover.
Install, inspect, maintain best management practices (BMPs), and submit
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stormwater BMP inspection reports and SWPPP inspection reports as required
under the terms and conditions of the permit. Ensure construction
operations and management comply with the terms and conditions of the
general permit for stormwater discharges from construction activities.
1.3.1.3.2

Stormwater General Permit Inspection Reports

Complete and document, in the SWPPP Notebook, the Stormwater Inspection
Reports as required by the State VSMP General Permit. The Stormwater
inspections reports must include items required by the General Permit and
must be completed at the inspection frequency detailed in 9 VAC 25-870.
Obtain certificate of competency in accordance with 9 VAC 25-850.
1.3.1.4

Asbestos Abatement and Notification Procedures

Structures must be surveyed for the presence of asbestos prior to
demolition or renovation. A structure is defined as including any
load-bearing portion of a structure. The survey must be performed by a
licensed, certified, accredited asbestos inspector in accordance with
ASTM E2356. All asbestos activities shall go through Yorktown PWD
Asbestos Program Manager.
Notify EPA and Virginia Department of Labor and Industry (VADOLI) at least
20 calendar days before start of asbestos abatement if asbestos is
expected to total at least 260 LF, 160 SF, or 35 CF. Provide copies of
notifications to the environmental office (Air Manager) through the
Contracting Officer prior to beginning work. Make notifications for any
project that includes asbestos abatement (and for all demolition projects,
regardless of whether asbestos containing materials are present in the
structure or facility) in accordance with paragraph DEMOLITION.
Notification is not required if asbestos is nonfriable asbestos containing
roofing, flooring, or siding materials that when installed, encapsulated,
or removed do not become friable. If the material is damaged, the matrix
binding the asbestos fibers has deteriorated, or mechanical removal
results in more-than-incidental breakage, then notification is required.
Activities such as grinding, mechanical chipping, sawing or drilling can
make the asbestos containing material friable and would require
notification.
1.3.1.4.1

Best Management Practices

Use BMPs to ensure EPA and VADOLI requirements are met, including:
Preventing airborne emissions via wetting asbestos prior to removal; using
glove bags or containment; using HEPA-filtered vacuum or ventilation
systems; restricting access to asbestos-control areas until thoroughly
cleaned and inspected, and acceptable air-samples have been received.
Consideration should be given to other environmental program requirements
such as Clean Water Act (CWA) requirements when making decisions regarding
BMPs.
1.3.1.4.2

Asbestos Waste Disposal

For asbestos waste disposal, the Contractor is responsible for
coordinating proper ACM disposal. NAVFAC EV Services is required to
review/sign the waste profile, and disposal documentation. The Yorktown
PWD Asbestos Program Manager should be contacted to arrange disposal
procedures. A manifest must be signed by this office prior to waste being
removed from the installation. Provide copies of manifests and
notifications to NAVFAC Mid-Atlantic EV Hazardous Waste (HW) Program
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Manager.
1.3.1.5

Hazardous Waste Requirements for Virginia Installations:

1.3.1.5.1

Demolition

Remove the following items from the site prior to demolition:
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), fluorescent bulbs, mercury and metal
components (such as furnaces, ducts, and piping), and any hazardous
materials. Manage lead, fluorescent bulbs, mercury-containing equipment,
and any other waste as "hazardous or universal waste" as appropriate (see
paragraph HAZARDOUS AND UNIVERSAL WASTE GENERATION). If the demolition
activity encompasses the whole building (the building must be demolished
to the ground), the resulting construction debris (including lead paint)
requires Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) analysis to
make a waste determination and ensure proper management and disposal
before it can be disposed as solid waste.
1.3.1.5.2

Hazardous and Universal Waste Generation

Hazardous and Universal Waste includes fluorescent bulbs, PCB ballast,
lead paint, and mercury-containing equipment. Contact the EV HW Program
Manager to set up an appropriate accumulation area. Manage waste in a
satellite accumulation area (SAA), hazardous waste accumulation area
(HWAA), or universal waste accumulation area (UWAA) as directed by the EV
HW Program Manager through the Contracting Officer. Keep containers
securely closed unless adding or removing material and waste. Ensure
custodians managing the accumulation area(s) have appropriate training
that has been taken within the year prior to the area being established.
Training is an annual requirement that can be taken on the
https://environmentaltraining.ecatts.
com/ site. Keep copies of training records and certificates on site.
Hazardous Waste Accumulation Areas (less than 90-day sites) require
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ) notification. Notify
the HA Media Manager (HW MM) 14 days prior to the start of waste
accumulation. The Yorktown EV Hazardous Waste Program/Media Manager is
authorized to notify VDEQ when Hazardous Waste Accumulation Areas are
established. A copy of the Activity Hazardous Material Reutilization,
Hazardous Waste Minimization and Disposal Guide will be provided by the
Contracting Officer. A representative from NAVFAC MIDLANT EV Services is
the authorized entity approved to sign manifests for off-site waste
disposal.
1.3.1.5.3

Waste Management - Disposal by the Contractor

Manage and dispose of all Hazardous Waste generated or discovered during
the project. Dispose of all waste in accordance with all federal and
state environmental regulations. Submit all paperwork (lab analyses,
profiles, manifests) and records to the Navy. Allow inspection by the
Yorktown EV Hazardous Waste Program/Media Manager for compliance with
federal, state and Navy requirements.
1.3.1.5.3.1
a.

Contractor Site Custodian

Designate a Site Custodian and an Alternate for waste management.
Provide 24-hour phone numbers where Site Custodian and alternate can
be contacted in the event of an emergency.
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Personnel must be trained in hazardous waste management procedures to
comply with the requirements of 40 CFR 262.34 and 40 CFR 265.16.

1.3.1.5.3.2

Waste Accumulation

a.

Establish a SAA, UWAA or a temporary 90-Day HWAA for waste
accumulation. Obtain the HW Media Manager approval. Do not use
accumulation areas as lay-down areas.

b.

EV Core HW MM will notify VDEQ. Notify the HW MM 14 days prior to the
start of waste accumulation. All agency notifications will originate
from the Regional Environmental Core.

c.

The Site Custodian and Alternate must attend the HW MM training
session for the management of the SAA, UWAA or HWAA.

1.3.1.5.3.3

Waste Disposal

a.

The Navy will be considered the "generator" for any and all waste that
are generated on Navy property, regardless if the waste was generated
as result of Contractor activity.

b.

Pack, mark, label and transport all waste in accordance with
Department of Transportation 49 CFR Regulations.

c.

Obtain the EPA Hazardous Waste Identification Number (EPA ID#) for the
installation or off-site Contractor location, from the Yorktown EV
Hazardous Waste Program/Media Manager. Use the generator's EPA ID# on
the Hazardous Waste Manifest.
(1) Provide the name and EPA ID Number for the Hazardous Waste
Transporter and the disposal facility to the HW MM.
(2) Submit all waste profiles and documentation supporting the waste
disposal to the HW MM for review.

d.

Obtain the Hazardous Waste Manifest signature from designated
representative of the Regional Environmental Services Group (EV
Services). Contact the Environmental Services Department Dispatcher
to schedule this service. Obtain signature on the day the waste is
scheduled to be picked up.

e.

The Contractor is to ensure that the Certificates of Disposal and
Manifests are mailed to EV Services, in accordance with all Federal
and State regulations.

1.3.1.5.4

Excavation

If soil is to be reused onsite, sampling is not required unless otherwise
directed. With approval of the Contracting Officer, excavated soil may be
reused within the construction site with no testing necessary. Soil may
be stockpiled until the end of the project, then reused as much as
possible prior to sampling and analysis for residual soil to be disposed.
Store in a manner that prevents rain from infiltrating the soil matrix and
preventing any runoff into the surrounding soil or pavement (for example,
store the soil on top of plastic sheets and covered with plastic sheets or
store in lined, covered dumpsters). If the soil is going to be relocated
or disposed outside the construction site, sampling and analysis is
required. If soil is to be shipped to a destination outside the fire ant
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quarantine area (outside of James City County, York County, Chesapeake,
Hampton, Newport News, Norfolk, Poquoson, Portsmouth, Suffolk, Virginia
Beach, or Williamsburg) it MUST have a valid inspection certificate issued
by an Officer of the Plant Protection and Quarantine Program (PPQ) of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. Contact the EV Pest Management
Coordinator for additional information.
1.3.1.5.5

Painting and Paint Removal

Air-drying cans of latex paint for disposal is not allowed; keep all paint
or solvent containers closed and secured when not adding or removing
material or waste. Waste paint chips and debris must be collected and
sampled to determine the proper disposal method. Contact the NAVFAC
MIDLANT EV HW Program Manager for sampling requirements. If waste paint
is determined to be hazardous, waste must be managed as hazardous and an
appropriate accumulation area must be established. Contact the NAVFAC
MIDLANT EV HW Program Manager for site setup.
1.3.1.5.6

Dumpsters

Label trash containers to appropriately describe the contents.
1.3.1.6

Air Requirements

1.3.1.6.1

Concrete Crushing

Secure an air permit for the crusher from the regulatory agency where the
equipment is home-based (in Virginia contact VADEQ). Provide a copy of
the permit to the EV Office (Air Program Manager) through the Contracting
Officer at least 30 days prior to bringing crusher onsite.
1.3.1.7

Spill Response and Reporting

Report spills at Hampton Roads Navy installations to the appropriate
installation Emergency Call Center (ECC) immediately upon discovery.
After notifying the installation ECC, notify the Navy point of contact.
Refer to the Installation Hazardous Material Reutilization, Hazardous
Waste Minimization and Disposal Guide Appendix 3 for spill contact
procedures. Refer to Table 1 - Spill Reporting Contact Number for the
appropriate point of contact.
PART 2

PRODUCTS

Not Used
PART 3

EXECUTION

Not Used
-- End of Section --
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SECTION 02 41 00
DEMOLITION
05/10, CHG 2: 02/19
PART 1
1.1

GENERAL
REFERENCES

The publications listed below form a part of this specification to the
extent referenced. The publications are referred to within the text by
the basic designation only.
AIR-CONDITIONING, HEATING AND REFRIGERATION INSTITUTE (AHRI)
AHRI Guideline K

(2009) Guideline for Containers for
Recovered Non-Flammable Fluorocarbon
Refrigerants

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF SAFETY PROFESSIONALS (ASSP)
ASSP A10.6

(2006) Safety & Health Program
Requirements for Demolition Operations American National Standard for
Construction and Demolition Operations

CARPET AND RUG INSTITUTE (CRI)
CRI 104

(2015) Carpet Installation Standard for
Commercial Carpet

CRI 105

(2015) Carpet Installation Standard for
Residential Carpet
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS (USACE)

EM 385-1-1

(2014) Safety and Health Requirements
Manual

U.S. DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY (DLA)
DLA 4145.25

(Jun 2000; Reaffirmed Oct 2010) Storage
and Handling of Liquefied and Gaseous
Compressed Gases and Their Full and Empty
Cylinders
http://www.aviation.dla.mil/UserWeb/aviationengineering/

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD)
DOD 4000.25-1-M

(2006) MILSTRIP - Military Standard
Requisitioning and Issue Procedures

MIL-STD-129

(2014; Rev R; Change 1 2018; Change 2
2019) Military Marking for Shipment and
Storage
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U.S. NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS ADMINISTRATION (NARA)
40 CFR 61

National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants

40 CFR 82

Protection of Stratospheric Ozone

49 CFR 173.301

Shipment of Compressed Gases in Cylinders
and Spherical Pressure Vessels

1.2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

1.2.1
1.2.1.1

Definitions
Demolition

Demolition is the process of wrecking or taking out any load-supporting
structural member of a facility together with any related handling and
disposal operations.
1.2.1.2

Deconstruction

Deconstruction is the process of taking apart a facility with the primary
goal of preserving the value of all useful building materials.
1.2.1.3

Demolition Plan

Demolition Plan is the planned steps and processes for managing demolition
activities and identifying the required sequencing activities and disposal
mechanisms.
1.2.1.4

Deconstruction Plan

Deconstruction Plan is the planned steps and processes for dismantling all
or portions of a structure or assembly, to include managing sequencing
activities, storage, re-installation activities, salvage and disposal
mechanisms.
1.2.2

Demolition/Deconstruction Plan

Prepare a Demolition Plan and submit proposed salvage, demolition, and
removal procedures for approval before work is started. Include in the
plan procedures for careful removal and disposition of materials specified
to be salvaged, coordination with other work in progress, a disconnection
schedule of utility services, a detailed description of methods and
equipment to be used for each operation and of the sequence of operations.
Identify components and materials to be salvaged for reuse or recycling
with reference to paragraph Existing Facilities to be Removed. Append
tracking forms for all removed materials indicating type, quantities,
condition, destination, and end use. Coordinate with Waste Management
Plan in accordance with Section 01 74 19 CONSTRUCTION WASTE MANAGEMENT AND
DISPOSAL. Provide procedures for safe conduct of the work in accordance
with EM 385-1-1. Plan shall be approved by Contracting Officer prior to
work beginning.
1.2.3

General Requirements

Do not begin demolition or deconstruction until authorization is received
from the Contracting Officer. The work of this section is to be performed
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in a manner that maximizes the value derived from the salvage and
recycling of materials. Remove rubbish and debris from the project site;
do not allow accumulations. The work includes demolition, salvage of
identified items and materials, and removal of resulting rubbish and
debris. Remove rubbish and debris from Government property daily, unless
otherwise directed. Store materials that cannot be removed daily in areas
specified by the Contracting Officer. In the interest of occupational
safety and health, perform the work in accordance with EM 385-1-1, Section
23, Demolition, and other applicable Sections.
1.2.4

Fuel Tank and Facility Decommissioning

Fuel facility decommissioning for tanks, fuel piping and all associated
appurtenances has been completed by others prior to the start of this
project. No further decommissioning of the fuel system is required prior
to demolition activity beginning.
1.3

ITEMS TO REMAIN IN PLACE

Take necessary precautions to avoid damage to existing items to remain in
place, to be reused, or to remain the property of the Government. Repair
or replace damaged items as approved by the Contracting Officer.
Coordinate the work of this section with all other work indicated.
Construct and maintain shoring, bracing, and supports as required. Ensure
that structural elements are not overloaded. Increase structural supports
or add new supports as may be required as a result of any cutting,
removal, deconstruction, or demolition work performed under this
contract. Do not overload structural elements or pavements to remain.
Provide new supports and reinforcement for existing construction weakened
by demolition, deconstruction, or removal work. Repairs, reinforcement,
or structural replacement require approval by the Contracting Officer
prior to performing such work.
1.3.1

Existing Construction Limits and Protection

Do not disturb existing construction beyond the extent indicated or
necessary for installation of new construction. Provide temporary shoring
and bracing for support of building components to prevent settlement or
other movement. Provide protective measures to control accumulation and
migration of dust and dirt in all work areas. Remove snow, dust, dirt,
and debris from work areas daily.
1.3.2

Weather Protection

For portions of the building to remain, protect building interior and
materials and equipment from the weather at all times. Where removal of
existing roofing is necessary to accomplish work, have materials and
workmen ready to provide adequate and temporary covering of exposed areas.
1.3.3

Trees

Protect trees within the project site which might be damaged during
demolition or deconstruction, and which are indicated to be left in place,
by a 6 foot high fence. Erect and secure fence a minimum of 5 feet from
the trunk of individual trees or follow the outer perimeter of branches or
clumps of trees. Replace any tree designated to remain that is damaged
during the work under this contract with like-kind or as approved by the
Contracting Officer. Trees that are to be removed may be recycled and
disposed of at the Contractor's expense. Trees that are to be removed may
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be recycled as mulch on site.
1.3.4

Utility Service

Maintain existing utilities indicated to stay in service and protect
against damage during demolition and deconstruction operations. Prior to
start of work, utilities serving each area of alteration or removal will
be shut off by the Government and disconnected and sealed by the Contractor.
1.3.5

Facilities

Protect electrical and mechanical services and utilities. Where removal
of existing utilities and pavement is specified or indicated, provide
approved barricades, temporary covering of exposed areas, and temporary
services or connections for electrical and mechanical utilities. Floors,
roofs, walls, columns, pilasters, and other structural components that are
designed and constructed to stand without lateral support or shoring, and
are determined to be in stable condition, must remain standing without
additional bracing, shoring, or lateral support until demolished or
deconstructed, unless directed otherwise by the Contracting Officer.
Ensure that no elements determined to be unstable are left unsupported and
place and secure bracing, shoring, or lateral supports as may be required
as a result of any cutting, removal, deconstruction, or demolition work
performed under this contract.
1.4

BURNING

The use of burning at the project site for the disposal of refuse and
debris will not be permitted.
1.5

SUBMITTALS

Government approval is required for submittals with a "G" or "S"
classification. Submittals not having a "G" or "S" classification are for
Contractor Quality Control approval. Submit the following in accordance
with Section 01 33 00 SUBMITTAL PROCEDURES:
SD-01 Preconstruction Submittals
Demolition Plan; G
Deconstruction Plan; G
Existing Conditions
SD-07 Certificates
Notification; G
SD-11 Closeout Submittals
Receipts
1.6

QUALITY ASSURANCE

Submit timely notification of demolition projects to Federal, State,
regional, and local authorities in accordance with 40 CFR 61, Subpart M.
Notify the Regional Office of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA), State's environmental protection agency, and the
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Contracting Officer in writing 10 working days prior to the commencement
of work in accordance with 40 CFR 61, Subpart M. Comply with federal,
state, and local hauling and disposal regulations. In addition to the
requirements of the "Contract Clauses," conform to the safety requirements
contained in ASSP A10.6. Comply with the Environmental Protection Agency
requirements specified. Use of explosives will not be permitted.
1.6.1

Dust Control

Prevent the spread of dust and avoid the creation of a nuisance or hazard
in the surrounding area. Do not use water if it results in hazardous or
objectionable conditions such as, but not limited to, ice, flooding, or
pollution.
1.7
1.7.1
a.

1.7.2

PROTECTION
Traffic Control Signs
Where pedestrian and driver safety is endangered in the area of
removal work, use traffic barricades with flashing lights. Notify the
Contracting Officer prior to beginning such work.
Protection of Personnel

Before, during and after the demolition work continuously evaluate the
condition of the structure being demolished and take immediate action to
protect all personnel working in and around the project site. No area,
section, or component of floors, roofs, walls, columns, pilasters, or
other structural element will be allowed to be left standing without
sufficient bracing, shoring, or lateral support to prevent collapse or
failure while workmen remove debris or perform other work in the immediate
area.
1.8

RELOCATIONS

Perform the removal and reinstallation of relocated items as indicated
with workmen skilled in the trades involved. Repair or replace items to
be relocated which are damaged by the Contractor with new undamaged items
as approved by the Contracting Officer.
1.9

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Before beginning any demolition or deconstruction work, survey the site
and examine the drawings and specifications to determine the extent of the
work. Record existing conditions in the presence of the Contracting
Officer showing the condition of structures and other facilities adjacent
to areas of alteration or removal. Photographs sized 4 inch will be
acceptable as a record of existing conditions. Include in the record the
elevation of the top of foundation walls, finish floor elevations,
possible conflicting electrical conduits, plumbing lines, alarms systems,
the location and extent of existing cracks and other damage and
description of surface conditions that exist prior to before starting
work. It is the Contractor's responsibility to verify and document all
required outages which will be required during the course of work, and to
note these outages on the record document. Submit survey results.
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2.1

PRODUCTS
FILL MATERIAL

a.

Comply with excavating, backfilling, and compacting procedures for
soils used as backfill material to fill basements, voids, depressions
or excavations resulting from demolition or deconstruction of
structures. Fill material shall be waste products from demolition or
deconstruction until all waste appropriate for this purpose is
consumed.

b.

Fill material shall conform to the definition of satisfactory soil
material as defined in Section 31 23 00.00 20 EXCAVATION AND FILL.

c.

Fill is not to be brought on-site without prior approval from
Contracting Officer.

PART 3
3.1

EXECUTION
EXISTING FACILITIES TO BE REMOVED

Inspect and evaluate existing structures onsite for reuse. Existing
construction scheduled to be removed for reuse shall be disassembled.
Dismantled and removed materials are to be separated, set aside, and
prepared as specified, and stored or delivered to a collection point for
reuse, remanufacture, recycling, or other disposal, as specified.
Materials shall be designated for reuse onsite whenever possible.
3.1.1

Structures

a.

Remove existing structures indicated to be removed as instructed in
the keyed notes on the demolition plans. Break up basement and floor
slabs to permit drainage. Remove sidewalks, curbs, gutters and street
light bases as indicated.

b.

Demolish structures in a systematic manner from the top of the
structure to the ground. Complete demolition work above each tier or
floor before the supporting members on the lower level are disturbed.
Demolish concrete and masonry walls in small sections. Remove
structural framing members and lower to ground by means of derricks,
platforms hoists, or other suitable methods as approved by the
Contracting Officer.

c.

Locate demolition and deconstruction equipment throughout the
structure and remove materials so as to not impose excessive loads to
supporting walls, floors, or framing.

3.1.2
3.1.2.1

Utilities and Related Equipment
General Requirements

Do not interrupt existing utilities serving occupied or used facilities,
except when authorized in writing by the Contracting Officer. Do not
interrupt existing utilities serving facilities occupied and used by the
Government except when approved in writing and then only after temporary
utility services have been approved and provided. Do not begin demolition
or deconstruction work until all utility disconnections have been made.
Shut off and cap utilities for future use, as indicated.
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Disconnecting Existing Utilities

Remove existing utilities as indicated and terminate in a manner
conforming to the nationally recognized code covering the specific utility
and approved by the Contracting Officer. When utility lines are
encountered but are not indicated on the drawings, notify the Contracting
Officer prior to further work in that area. Further direction will be
provided by the Contracting Officer regarding if the encountered unknown
utility will be demolished or will remain. Remove meters and related
equipment and deliver to a location on the station in accordance with
instructions of the Contracting Officer.
3.1.3

Chain Link Fencing

Remove chain link fencing, gates and other related items scheduled for
removal and transport to designated areas. Materials not designated for
reuse shall be removed from the installation at the Contractor's expense.
Cut chain link fabric to 25 foot lengths and store in rolls off the ground.
3.1.4

Paving and Slabs

Remove sawcut concrete and asphaltic concrete paving and slabs full depth
of the pavement section as indicated on the Drawings. Provide neat
sawcuts at limits of pavement removal as indicated. Pavement and slabs
designated to be recycled and utilized in this project shall be moved,
ground and stored as directed by the Contracting Officer. Pavement and
slabs not to be used in this project shall be removed from the
Installation at Contractor's expense.
3.1.5

Masonry

Sawcut and remove masonry so as to prevent damage to surfaces to remain.
Masonry removed in pieces shall be crushed for use as aggregate.
3.1.6

Concrete

Saw concrete along straight lines to a depth of a minimum 2 inch. Make
each cut in walls perpendicular to the face and in alignment with the cut
in the opposite face. Break out the remainder of the concrete provided
that the broken area is concealed in the finished work, and the remaining
concrete is sound. At locations where the broken face cannot be
concealed, grind smooth or saw cut entirely through the concrete. Salvage
removed concrete.
3.1.7

Structural Steel

Dismantle structural steel at field connections and in a manner that will
prevent bending or damage. Salvage for recycle structural steel, steel
joists, girders, angles, plates, columns and shapes. Flame-cutting
torches are permitted when other methods of dismantling are not practical.
Transport steel joists and girders as whole units and not dismantled.
Transport structural steel shapes to a designated recycling facility as
directed by the Contracting Officer.
3.1.8

Miscellaneous Metal

Demolish shop-fabricated items such as access doors and frames, steel
gratings, metal ladders, wire mesh partitions, metal railings, metal
windows and similar items as whole units. Demolish light-gauge and
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cold-formed metal framing, such as steel studs, steel trusses, metal
gutters, roofing and siding, metal toilet partitions, toilet accessories
and similar items. Scrap metal shall become the Contractor's property.
Recycle scrap metal as part of demolition and deconstruction operations.
Provide separate containers to collect scrap metal and transport to a
scrap metal collection or recycling facility, in accordance with the Waste
Management Plan.
3.1.9

Carpentry

Salvage for recycle lumber, millwork items, and finished boards, and sort
by type and size. Chip or shred and recycle salvaged wood unfit for
reuse, except stained, painted, or treated wood. Demolish and remove
windows, doors, frames, and cabinets, and similar items.
3.1.10

Carpet

Remove existing carpet for reclamation in accordance with manufacturer
recommendations and as follows. Remove used carpet in large pieces, roll
tightly, and pack neatly in a container. Remove adhesive according to
recommendations of the Carpet and Rug Institute (CRI). Adhesive removal
solvents shall comply with CRI 104/CRI 105. Recycle removed carpet
cushion.
3.1.11

Acoustic Ceiling Tile

Remove, neatly stack, and recycle acoustic ceiling tiles. Recycling may
be available with manufacturer. Otherwise, priority shall be given to a
local recycling organization. Recycling is not required if the tiles
contain or may have been exposed to asbestos material.
3.1.12

Patching

Where removals leave holes and damaged surfaces exposed in the finished
work, patch and repair these holes and damaged surfaces to match adjacent
finished surfaces, using on-site materials when available. Where new work
is to be applied to existing surfaces, perform removals and patching in a
manner to produce surfaces suitable for receiving new work. Finished
surfaces of patched area shall be flush with the adjacent existing surface
and shall match the existing adjacent surface as closely as possible as to
texture and finish. Patching shall be as specified and indicated, and
shall include:
a.

Concrete and Masonry: Completely fill holes and depressions, left as
a result of removals in existing masonry walls to remain, with an
approved masonry patching material, applied in accordance with the
manufacturer's printed instructions.

b.

Where existing partitions have been removed leaving damaged or missing
resilient tile flooring, patch to match the existing floor tile.

c.

Patch acoustic lay-in ceiling where partitions have been removed. The
transition between the different ceiling heights shall be effected by
continuing the higher ceiling level over to the first runner on the
lower ceiling and closing the vertical opening with a painted sheet
metal strip.
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Air Conditioning Equipment

Remove air conditioning, refrigeration, and other equipment containing
refrigerants without releasing chlorofluorocarbon refrigerants to the
atmosphere in accordance with the Clean Air Act Amendment of 1990.
Recover all refrigerants prior to removing air conditioning,
refrigeration, and other equipment containing refrigerants and dispose of
in accordance with the paragraph entitled "Disposal of Ozone Depleting
Substance (ODS)."
3.1.14

Cylinders and Canisters

Remove all fire suppression system cylinders and canisters and dispose of
in accordance with the paragraph entitled "Disposal of Ozone Depleting
Substance (ODS)."
3.1.15

Mechanical Equipment and Fixtures

Disconnect mechanical hardware at the nearest connection to existing
services to remain, unless otherwise noted. Disconnect mechanical
equipment and fixtures at fittings. Remove service valves attached to the
unit. Salvage each item of equipment and fixtures as a whole unit;
listed, indexed, tagged, and stored. Salvage each unit with its normal
operating auxiliary equipment. Transport salvaged equipment and fixtures,
including motors and machines, to a designated storage area as directed by
the Contracting Officer. Do not remove equipment until approved. Do not
offer low-efficiency equipment for reuse; provide to recycling service for
disassembly and recycling of parts.
3.1.15.1

Piping

Disconnect piping at unions, flanges and valves, and fittings as required
to reduce the pipe into straight lengths for practical storage. Store
salvaged piping according to size and type. If the piping that remains
can become pressurized due to upstream valve failure, end caps, blind
flanges, or other types of plugs or fittings with a pressure gauge and
bleed valve shall be attached to the open end of the pipe to ensure
positive leak control. Carefully dismantle piping that previously
contained gas, gasoline, oil, or other dangerous fluids, with precautions
taken to prevent injury to persons and property. Store piping outdoors
until all fumes and residues are removed. Box prefabricated supports,
hangers, plates, valves, and specialty items according to size and type.
Wrap sprinkler heads individually in plastic bags before boxing. Classify
piping not designated for salvage, or not reusable, as scrap metal.
3.1.15.2

Ducts

Classify removed duct work as scrap metal.
3.1.15.3

Fixtures, Motors and Machines

Demolish fixtures, motors and machines associated with plumbing, heating,
air conditioning, refrigeration, and other mechanical system installations.
3.1.16

Electrical Equipment and Fixtures

Demolish motors, motor controllers, and operating and control equipment
that are attached to the driven equipment. Demolish wiring systems and
components.
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Fixtures

Demolish electrical fixtures.
3.1.16.2

Electrical Devices

Demolish switches, switchgear, transformers, conductors including wire and
nonmetallic sheathed and flexible armored cable, regulators, meters,
instruments, plates, circuit breakers, panelboards, outlet boxes, and
similar items.
3.1.16.3

Conduit and Conductors

Demolish all aboveground conduit. Conduit below ground shall be
demolished in areas of disturbance and abandoned elsewhere. All
conductors below and above ground shall be demolished back to source.
3.1.16.4

Electrical Conductors

All electrical conductors removed as part of this project shall be removed
from the site and transported to an approved recycling facility by the
Contractor. The contract shall be credited for all monies generated from
the sale of the scrape conductors. A copy of all of the weight tickets
concerning items recycled shall be certified by the recycling facility to
the Contractor. Tickets shall include date and time stamp of delivery, a
description of the recycled material, recycled rate per pound and pounds
of material. Contractor shall maintain an accounting and log of all
recycled material and submit this to the COR on a monthly basis.
3.1.17

Fuel System Equipment and Piping

Demolish or fill and abandon all piping connected to the Group A and Group
B tank facilities, transfer piping to the pier, and all fuel piping to and
from the pier and all its components as indicated on the drawings. The
fuel line loops, piping to and from piers, and tanks all previously
drained and decommissioned under a separate contract. All demolition
debris must be considered asbestos containing and be taken to a landfill
that accepts Category I and II non-friable ACM. Therefore recycling will
not be permitted, unless the ACM is abated prior to demolition.
3.1.17.1

Underground Fuel Piping

All underground piping shall be demolished or fill and abandon as
indicated on the drawings. Where abandonment is indicated, fill the
pipelines with flow-able cellular concrete.
3.1.17.2

Above Grade Fuel Piping

All aboveground piping and its associated components shall be demolished.
Dispose of all piping and components from the Site unless indicated
otherwise on Drawings. It is anticipated that some associated piping
designated for removal and disposal is coated with Asbestos Containing
Materials (ACM). The Contractor is required to adhere to all local,
State, and Federal laws and regulations pertaining to environmental and
Health and Safety during demolition.
All above grade piping supports and hardware shall be removed and disposed
of by Contractor unless indicated otherwise on Drawings. All piping and
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scrap steel shall be removed from the Site and transported to an approve
recycling facility by the Contractor. Contract shall be credited for all
monies generated from the sale of scrap steel. A copy of all the weight
tickets concerning items recycled will be certified by recycling facility
to Contractor.
3.1.17.3

Bunkered Tank Equipment and Appurtenances

All bunkered tank appurtenances, to include piping, both above grade and
below grade shall be demolished as indicated on the drawings. Items could
contain asbestos and/or lead based paint. All items that can be recycled
will be recycled properly and will be documented.
3.1.17.4

Fire Water Line Piping

All above grade fire water piping located on the utility causeway and pier
and all underground fire water piping located within the DFSP Yorktown
indicated on the demolition drawings shall be drained and removed. Fire
water main piping shall be capped as indicated on the drawings. All
piping supports and hardware shall be removed and disposed of by the
Contractor. All piping and scrap steel shall be transported to an
approved recycling facility by the Contractor. Contract shall be credited
for all monies generated from the sale of scrap steel. A copy of all the
weight tickets concerning items recycled will be certified by recycling
facility to Contractor.
3.1.17.5

Truck Fillstands and Associated Equipment

Remove and return to Government Scully Systems, Microloads, and Smith
Meters. Remove and demolish all remaining truck fillstand equipment
including piping and valves.
3.1.18

Items with Unique/Regulated Disposal Requirements

Remove and dispose of items with unique or regulated disposal requirements
in the manner dictated by law or in the most environmentally responsible
manner.
3.2

CONCURRENT EARTH-MOVING OPERATIONS

Do not begin excavation, filling, and other earth-moving operations that
are sequential to demolition or deconstruction work in areas occupied by
structures to be demolished or deconstructed until all demolition and
deconstruction in the area has been completed and debris removed. Fill
holes, open basements and other hazardous openings.
3.3
3.3.1

DISPOSITION OF MATERIAL
Title to Materials

Except for salvaged items specified in related Sections, and for materials
or equipment scheduled for salvage, all materials and equipment removed
and not reused or salvaged, shall become the property of the Contractor
and shall be removed from Government property. Title to materials
resulting from demolition and deconstruction, and materials and equipment
to be removed, is vested in the Contractor upon approval by the
Contracting Officer of the Contractor's demolition, deconstruction, and
removal procedures, and authorization by the Contracting Officer to begin
demolition and deconstruction. The Government will not be responsible for
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the condition or loss of, or damage to, such property after contract
award. Showing for sale or selling materials and equipment on site is
prohibited.
3.3.2

Salvaged Materials and Equipment

Remove materials and equipment that are listed in the Demolition Plan and
specified to be removed by the Contractor and that are to remain the
property of the Government, and deliver to a storage site, as directed by
the Contracting Officer.
a.

Salvage items and material to the maximum extent possible.

b.

Store all materials salvaged for the Contractor as approved by the
Contracting Officer and remove from Government property before
completion of the contract. Coordinate the salvaged materials with
tracking requirements in accordance with Section 01 74 19 CONSTRUCTION
WASTE MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL. Capture salvaged materials in the
diversion calculations for the project.

c.

Remove salvaged items to remain the property of the Government in a
manner to prevent damage, and packed or crated to protect the items
from damage while in storage or during shipment. Items damaged during
removal or storage must be repaired or replaced to match existing
items. Properly identify the contents of containers. Deliver the
following items reserved as property of the Government to the areas
designated by the Contracting Officer.

d.

Remove the following items reserved as property of the using service
prior to commencement of work under this contract:
(1) Pad-mounted transformers (as determined by base public works and
NAVFAC)
(2) Telecommunications equipment (as determined by NMCI)

e.

Remove historical items in a manner to prevent damage. Deliver the
following historical items to the Government for disposition: Corner
stones, contents of corner stones, and document boxes wherever located
on the site.

f.

Remove and capture all Class I ODS refrigerants in accordance with the
Clean Air Act Amendment of 1990, and turn in to the Navy as directed
by the Commanding Officer.

3.3.3

Disposal of Ozone Depleting Substance (ODS)

Class I and Class II ODS are defined in Section, 602(a) and (b), of The
Clean Air Act. Prevent discharge of Class I and Class II ODS to the
atmosphere. Place recovered ODS in cylinders meeting AHRI Guideline K
suitable for the type ODS (filled to no more than 80 percent capacity) and
provide appropriate labeling. Recovered ODS shall be removed from
Government property and disposed of in accordance with 40 CFR 82.
Products, equipment and appliances containing ODS in a sealed,
self-contained system (e.g., residential refrigerators and window air
conditioners) shall be disposed of in accordance with 40 CFR 82. Submit
Receipts or bills of lading, as specified. Submit a shipping receipt or
bill of lading for all containers of ozone depleting substance (ODS)
shipped to the Defense Depot, Richmond, Virginia.
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Special Instructions

No more than one type of ODS is permitted in each container. A
warning/hazardous label shall be applied to the containers in accordance
with Department of Transportation regulations. All cylinders including
but not limited to fire extinguishers, spheres, or canisters containing an
ODS shall have a tag with the following information:
a.

Activity name and unit identification code

b.

Activity point of contact and phone number

c.

Type of ODS and pounds of ODS contained

d.

Date of shipment

e.

National stock number (for information, call (804) 279-4525).

3.3.3.2

Fire Suppression Containers

Deactivate fire suppression system cylinders and canisters with electrical
charges or initiators prior to shipment. Also, safety caps must be used
to cover exposed actuation mechanisms and discharge ports on these special
cylinders.
3.3.4

Transportation Guidance

Ship all ODS containers in accordance with MIL-STD-129, DLA 4145.25 (also
referenced one of the following: Army Regulation 700-68, Naval Supply
Instruction 4440.128C, Marine Corps Order 10330.2C, and Air Force
Regulation 67-12), 49 CFR 173.301, and DOD 4000.25-1-M.
3.3.5

Unsalvageable and Non-Recyclable Material

Dispose of unsalvageable and non-recyclable combustible material not
suitable for fill material in the sanitary fill area located off the site.
3.4

CLEANUP

Remove debris and rubbish from basement and similar excavations. Remove
and transport the debris in a manner that prevents spillage on streets or
adjacent areas. Apply local regulations regarding hauling and disposal.
3.5
3.5.1

DISPOSAL OF REMOVED MATERIALS
Regulation of Removed Materials

Dispose of debris, rubbish, scrap, and other nonsalvageable materials
resulting from removal operations with all applicable federal, state and
local regulations as contractually specified in the Waste Management Plan.
3.5.2

Burning on Government Property

Burning of materials removed from demolished and deconstructed structures
will not be permitted on Government property.
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Removal to Spoil Areas on Government Property

Transport noncombustible materials removed from demolition and
deconstruction structures to designated spoil areas on Government property.
3.5.4

Removal from Government Property

Transport waste materials removed from demolished and deconstructed
structures, except waste soil, from Government property for legal
disposal. Dispose of waste soil as directed.
3.6

REUSE OF SALVAGED ITEMS

Recondition salvaged materials and equipment designated for reuse before
installation. Replace items damaged during removal and salvage operations
or restore them as necessary to usable condition.
-- End of Section --
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SECTION 02 65 00
UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK REMOVAL
02/10, CHG 1: 11/13
PART 1
1.1

GENERAL
UNIT PRICES

Compensation for disposal of contaminated soil will be paid as a unit
cost. This unit cost includes excavation, handling, storage, sampling,
analysis, treatment, and disposal of non-hazardous contaminated soil media
at a permitted licensed facility that is determined by the contracting
officer to not be suitable for reuse. Payment for all other work is under
the base bid for the tank removal and constitutes full payment for all
work defined in the contract documents including testing of the contents,
excavation and disposal of the tank, any dewatering and testing of the
underlying soil in conformance with Virginia Department of Environmental
Quality (VDEQ).
Assume, for bidding purposes, that soil, concrete slabs, associated debris
and liquids, including groundwater encountered during the removal of the
underground tanks and piping, are contaminated with JP-8 fuel oil to be
handled as specified in Specification 01 57 19.01 20. Handling, treatment
and disposal of contaminated water is addressed in Specification
01 57 19.01 20.
1.2

REFERENCES

The publications listed below form a part of this specification to the
extent referenced. The publications are referred to within the text by
the basic designation only.
AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE (API)
API PUBL 1628

(1996) A Guide to the Assessment and
Remediation of Underground Petroleum
Releases

API RP 1604

(1996; R 2010) Closure of Underground
Petroleum Storage Tanks

API RP 2003

(2015; 8th Ed) Protection Against
Ignitions Arising out of Static,
Lightning, and Stray Currents

API RP 2219

(2016) Safe Operation of Vacuum Trucks
Handling Flammable and Combustible Liquids
in Petroleum Service

API STD 2217A

(2017) Safe Work in Inert Confined Spaces
in the Petroleum and Petrochemical
Industries

API Std 2015

(2018) Requirements for Safe Entry and
Cleaning of Petroleum Storage Tanks
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ASTM INTERNATIONAL (ASTM)
ASTM D1556/D1556M

(2015; E 2016) Standard Test Method for
Density and Unit Weight of Soil in Place
by Sand-Cone Method

ASTM D1557

(2012; E 2015) Standard Test Methods for
Laboratory Compaction Characteristics of
Soil Using Modified Effort (56,000
ft-lbf/ft3) (2700 kN-m/m3)

ASTM D2167

(2015) Density and Unit Weight of Soil in
Place by the Rubber Balloon Method

ASTM D2487

(2017; E 2020) Standard Practice for
Classification of Soils for Engineering
Purposes (Unified Soil Classification
System)

ASTM D4397

(2016) Standard Specification for
Polyethylene Sheeting for Construction,
Industrial, and Agricultural Applications

ASTM D6938

(2017a) Standard Test Method for In-Place
Density and Water Content of Soil and
Soil-Aggregate by Nuclear Methods (Shallow
Depth)

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS (USACE)
EM 200-1-1

(1994) Environmental Quality -- Validation
of Analytical Chemistry Laboratories

EM 200-1-6

(1997) Environmental Quality -- Chemical
Quality Assurance for HTRW Projects

EM 200-1-7

(2001) Environmental Quality - Performance
Evaluation (PE) Program

EM 385-1-1

(2014) Safety and Health Requirements
Manual

EM 1110-1-4006

(1998) Engineering and Design -- Removal
of Underground Storage Tanks (USTs)

U.S. NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS ADMINISTRATION (NARA)
29 CFR 1910

Occupational Safety and Health Standards

40 CFR 262

Standards Applicable to Generators of
Hazardous Waste

40 CFR 264

Standards for Owners and Operators of
Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, and
Disposal Facilities

40 CFR 265

Interim Status Standards for Owners and
Operators of Hazardous Waste Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal Facilities
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40 CFR 266

Standards for the Management of Specific
Hazardous Wastes and Specific Types of
Hazardous Waste Management Facilities

40 CFR 268

Land Disposal Restrictions

40 CFR 279

Standards for the Management of Used Oil

40 CFR 280

Technical Standards and Corrective Action
Requirements for Owners and Operators of
Underground Storage Tanks (UST)

1.3

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The work consists of demolition of ten 50,000 bbL underground storage tanks
and associated piping and ancillary equipment, two 8,000 gallon
underground spill tanks and concrete retention basin/separator, including
but not limited to dewatering and any necessary treatment, laboratory
testing, providing reports which are required by regulatory agencies, and
backfilling. The tanks are constructed of steel and are at the location
shown on the drawings. The tanks were used for storing JP-8 fuel oil and
were taken out of service in 2017. Subsurface conditions are represented
herein. Existing native soils are predominantly unconsolidated soils
consisting of sands and silty clay, with discontinuous strata of clays,
silty clays, and sandy clays. Groundwater has been encountered within 18
feet of the surface. Verify the actual conditions prior to submitting a
bid. The site is not a hazardous waste site, but due to the nature of the
materials and hazards present, use specified procedures until closure
activities are complete.
1.4

SUBMITTALS

Government approval is required for submittals with a "G" or "S"
classification. Submittals not having a "G" or "S" classification are for
Contractor Quality Control approval. Submit the following in accordance
with Section 01 33 00 SUBMITTAL PROCEDURES:
SD-01 Preconstruction Submittals
Work Plan; G.
Site Safety and Health Plan; G
Excavation and Material Handling Plan; G
Sampling and Analysis Plan
Tank Demolition and Piping Removal And Disposal Plan; G
Spill and Discharge Control Plan; G
Qualifications; G
Laboratory Services; G
State Licensed Hazardous Waste Transporter
SD-06 Test Reports
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Laboratory and Field Testing Reports
Backfill Material
Tank Contents Verification
Contaminated Water Disposal
Soil Examination, Testing, and Analysis
Backfilling; G.
SD-11 Closeout Submittals
Salvage Rights; G
Tank Closure Report
1.5
1.5.1

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Qualifications

Substantiate a minimum of 2 years of tank removal experience, including
subcontractors and personnel employed on the project, and certification by
the VDEQ for tank removal work. Experience shall include removal,
transportation, and disposal of underground tanks and associated piping,
in conformance with the following:
a.

API RP 1604.

b.

40 CFR 280, State and local regulations and procedures.

c.

Applicable safety rules and regulations.

d.

Use of equipment and procedures for testing and vapor-freeing tanks.

e.

Handling and disposal of types of wastes encountered in underground
tank and pipe removal including disposal of underground tanks and
associated piping.

f.

Excavation, testing, and disposal of petroleum contaminated soils,
liquids, and sludge.

g.

Project titles, dates performed, owner's names, points of contact for
each project with current contact phone numbers.

1.5.2

Laboratory Services

Submit documentation for laboratory services in accordance with State of
Virginia certification requirements EM 1110-1-4006, EM 200-1-1, EM 200-1-6
and EM 200-1-7.
1.5.3

Support Staff

Identify all staff involved for the various components, including
personnel collecting and shipping samples, and detail staff member's
qualifications.
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Preconstruction Conference and Work Plan

Prior to the commencement of work, a preconstruction conference will be
scheduled by the Contracting Officer. Prepare and submit a comprehensive
Work Plan within 30 days of contract award. The work plan shall conform
to the requirements of this specification, API RP 1604, API Std 2015,
API RP 2003, API STD 2217A and API RP 2219. Allow 30 days in the schedule
for the Government's review and approval. No adjustment for time or money
will be made for re-submittals required as a result of noncompliance. No
work at the site is allowed, with the exception of site inspections and
mobilization, until the Work Plan is approved. As a minimum, include the
following in the Work Plan:
1.5.4.1

Site Safety and Health Plan

Furnish detailed safety, health, and accident prevention provisions and
develop a Site Safety and Health Plan (SSHP). Incorporate the
requirements of 29 CFR 1910 and EM 385-1-1 into the SSHP. Include current
training certification statement for personnel prior to entry into the
work site. Do not commence work until the SSHP is approved by the
Contracting Officer. As a minimum, include the following:
a.

Health and safety organization, including discussion of distribution
of functions and responsibilities.

b.

Organization and components of the SSHP.

c.

Physical and chemical site hazard identification.

d.

Basic toxicology and toxicity information.

e.

Discussion of the EZ and CRZ.

f.

Protective clothing.

g.

Respiratory protection.

h.

Air quality monitoring.

i.

Personnel exposure guidelines.

j.

Decontamination procedures.

k.

Basic first aid review.

l.

Emergency response and contingency plan.

m.

Site entry and exit procedures.

n.

Sampling procedures.

1.5.4.2

Excavation and Material Handling Plan

Describe methods, means, equipment, sequence of operations and schedule to
be employed in excavation, transport, handling, borrowing source and
stockpiling of soil during underground tank demolition. Include shoring
requirements. Fifteen days before beginning tank removal work, submit to
the Contracting Officer, for approval, a material handling plan that
describes phases of dealing with the contaminated soil and water as it
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relates to the proposed tanks and piping removal, including methods of
excavating soil testing requirements, and dewatering requirements.
1.5.4.3

Field Sampling and Laboratory Testing Plan

Submit a detailed Sampling and Analysis Plan in accordance with the State
of Virginia Underground Storage Tank Regulations.
Describe field sampling methods and quality control procedures. Identify
laboratory and laboratory methods to be used for contamination testing.
Include sample reports showing sample identification for location, date,
time, sample method, contamination level, name of individual sampler,
identification of laboratory, and quality control procedures.
1.5.4.4

Tank Demolition and Piping Removal and Disposal Plan

Describe methods, means, sequence of operations, and schedule to be
employed in the testing, pumping, cleaning, de-vaporizing, inspecting,
cutting and removal, demolition, and disposal of underground storage tanks
and piping. Include methods to be employed for purging and inerting; and
storage methods proposed for control of surface water. Hydraulic
demolition is preferred method of tank demolition to minimize sparks and
the chance of fire and/or explosion. Also address the following:
a.

Treatment Options

b.

Identification of waste, tank and contaminated soil transporters and
means of transport.

c.

Disposal and alternate facilities, disposal or remediation.

d.

Decontamination procedures and coordination with SSHP.

1.5.4.5

Spill and Discharge Control Plan

Develop a comprehensive spill and discharge control plan. Consider and
provide contingency measures for potential spills and discharges from
handling and transportation of contaminated soils and water. A possible
source of guidance for assessment and remediation is API PUBL 1628.
1.5.4.6

Site Safety And Health Officer

Identify an individual to serve as the Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH)
to report problems and concerns regarding health and safety to the
Contracting Officer. Provide documentation that the CIH possesses working
knowledge of local and Federal occupational safety and health regulations,
and provide training, in accordance with 29 CFR 1910 to Contractor
employees in air monitoring practices and techniques. The CIH or an
Industrial Hygiene Technician (IHT) who is under the direction of the CIH
shall remain onsite to provide day to day industrial hygiene support,
including air monitoring, training, and daily site safety inspections.
The CIH may be assigned other duties, such as project foreman or quality
control manager.
1.5.5

Permits and Licenses

As required or as directed by the Contracting Officer, obtain local,
state, or federal permits and licenses that directly impact the
Contractor's ability to perform the work prior to commencing removal
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operations.
1.5.6

Statutes and Regulations

Perform tank closures, demolition, and disposal in accordance with
40 CFR 280, 40 CFR 262, 40 CFR 264, and 40 CFR 265 as well as the
applicable local, State of Virginia, and Federal regulations.
1.6

PROJECT/SITE CONDITIONS

Notify the Installation Environmental Coordinator (IEC) and the
Contracting Officer 30 days prior to tank demolition. The Contractor is
responsible for contacting the Implementation Agency (IA) in accordance
with the applicable reporting requirements.
PART 2
2.1

PRODUCTS
BACKFILL MATERIAL

Obtain backfill material from an on-site soil borrow generated during the
excavation of the existing USTs or site grading. Classify backfill in
accordance with ASTM D2487 as GW, GP, GM, GC, SW, SP, SM, SC, MH, CL, or
CH and free from roots and other organic matter, trash, debris, snow, ice
or frozen materials. Secure and submit soil classification test results,
including the chain-of-custody records, prior to bringing offsite
materials onsite. The testing frequency for backfill material is 1 per
1000 cubic yards or a minimum of 1 test. Use non-contaminated material
removed from the excavation for backfill in accordance with Paragraph
BACKFILLING.
2.2

PLASTIC SHEETING

Provide plastic sheeting conforming to ASTM D4397.
PART 3
3.1

EXECUTION
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Furnish labor, materials, necessary permits, laboratory tests, and reports
and equipment to excavate, remove underground tanks and associated
piping, and backfill to the level of the adjacent ground; sample soil and
water to determine if contaminated; dispose of tank appurtenances and
associated piping, and petroleum contaminated soil and water.
3.1.1

Safety Guidelines

Comply with personnel safety guidelines specified in Section 01 35 26
GOVERNMENTAL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS, and conform to the guidelines as
stipulated in the approved SSHP.
3.1.2

Exclusion Zone (EZ) And Contamination Reduction Zone (CRZ)

Do not permit personnel, not directly involved with the project, to enter
work zones, called the EZ and CRZ. The EZ is an area around the tank a
minimum of 10 feet from the limits of the tank excavation. At the
perimeter of the EZ, establish a CRZ. Clean equipment and personnel
within the CRZ, as stated in the paragraph titled "Personnel and Equipment
Decontamination." Locate the Contractor's site office, parking area, and
other support facilities outside the EZ and CRZ. Clearly mark and post
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boundaries of the EZ and CRZ. Include a site map, outlining the extent of
work zones and location of support facilities, in the SSHP.
3.1.3

Onsite Training

Prior to starting onsite work, conduct a health and safety training class
directed by the CIH to discuss the implementation of the SSHP. Notify the
Contracting Officer 24 hours prior to beginning the training class.
3.1.4

Personnel Protection

Furnish appropriate personal safety equipment and protective clothing to
personnel and ensure that safety equipment and protective clothing is kept
clean and well maintained. Furnish three clean sets of personal
protective equipment and clothing for use by the Contracting Officer or
official visitors as required for entry into the EZ.
3.1.5

Respiratory Protection Program

Fully employ respiratory protection program, addressing respirator usage
and training, in accordance with 29 CFR 1910 and EM 385-1-1.
3.1.6

Decontamination

Decontaminate or properly dispose of personal protective equipment and
clothing worn in contaminated areas at the end of the work day. The CIH
is responsible for ensuring that personal protective clothing and
equipment are decontaminated before being reissued.
3.1.7

Emergency Response and First Aid Equipment

a.

Prior to commencement of work, thoroughly review emergency response
and contingency plan in accordance with 29 CFR 1910. In an emergency,
take action to remove or minimize the cause of the emergency, alert
the Contracting Officer, and institute necessary measures to prevent
repetition of the emergency. Equip site-support vehicles with route
maps providing directions to the medical treatment facility.

b.

Provide appropriate emergency first aid equipment for treatment of
exposure to site physical and chemical hazards. Provide and post a
list of emergency phone numbers and points of contact for fire,
hospital, police, ambulance, and other necessary contacts. Provide
and post a route map detailing the directions to the nearest medical
facility.

c.

Notify the Contracting Officer of any unforeseen hazard or condition
which becomes evident during work.

3.1.8

Burning and Explosives

Use of explosives or burning debris is not allowed.
ignition sources in the EZ and CRZ.
3.1.9

Do not permit

Protection of Existing Structures and Utilities

Take all necessary precautions to avoid damage to existing structures,
their appurtenances, monitoring wells, or utilities that may be affected
by work activities. Repair any damage to utilities or monitoring wells
resulting from the Contractor's operations at no expense to the
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Government. Coordinate with the installation to locate underground
utilities prior to beginning construction. Do not disturb utilities
encountered which were not previously shown or otherwise located without
approval from the Contracting Officer.
3.1.10

Shoring

Provide shoring in accordance with Section 01 35 26 GOVERNMENTAL SAFETY
REQUIREMENTS.
3.2

TANK CONTENTS VERIFICATION

All underground storage tanks and fuel piping have been drained, cleaned
and closed in place by a prior contract. There is no known measurable
product left in system for this contract to remove.
3.3

TOPSOIL

Topsoil shall meet the requirements in Section 31 00 00 EARTHWORK. Strip
and stockpile uncontaminated topsoil separately for reuse at the location
shown if it meets the requirements of clean fill given in Paragraph
BACKFILLING. If required, obtain additional topsoil in excess of that
produced by excavation offsite. Cover with topsoil all areas disturbed by
tank removal operations.
3.4

PREPARATIONS FOR EXCAVATION

Before excavating, purge and vent the tank in accordance with API RP 1604,
and as specified herein.
3.4.1

Removal of Product, and Sludge

All underground storage tanks and fuel piping have been drained, cleaned
and closed in place by a prior contract. There is no known measurable
product left in system for this contract to remove in association with
underground storage tank demolition.
3.4.2

Construction Dewatering

3.4.2.1

Sampling, Analysis, and Containment

Sample and analyze contaminated water both prior to and after treatment in
accordance with Specification 01 57 19.01 20, Part 1.3.1.2.2 Construction
Dewatering.
3.4.2.2

Treatment

Treat contaminated water ON site as described in Section 01 57 19.01 20,
PART 1.3.1.2.2 Construction Dewatering.
3.5

PURGING AND INERTING

Prior to excavation beyond the top of the tank, disconnect all the piping
(except the piping needed to purge or inert the tank). Purge flammable
and toxic vapors from the tank or make the tank inert in accordance with
API RP 1604, with the exception that filling with water is not permitted.
Continuously monitor the tank atmosphere for combustible vapors if the
tank is purged, or continuously monitor for oxygen, if the tank is inerted.
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EXCAVATION

Mark all excavation areas, as well as work near roadways, in accordance
with Section 01 35 26 GOVERNMENTAL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS.
3.6.1

Exploratory Trenches

a.

Excavate exploratory trenches as necessary to determine the tank
location, limits and the location of ancillary equipment. Upon
commencing exploratory excavation, utilize photo-ionization detector/
organic vapor analyzer/flame ionization device (PID/OVA/FID) equipment
to obtain readings for total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH), in
accordance with VDEQ UST closure requirements. If free product is
encountered stop work and notify the Contracting Officer.

b.

Excavated soil materials may be used as backfill for tank and pipe
excavations as long as they are within limits established by the
Contracting Officer upon review of the approved Excavated Soil
Management Plan. To determine soil contamination levels, continuously
monitor soil materials excavated to remove tanks with an PID/OVA/FID
capable of detecting volatile organic vapors to a minimum of one ppm.
If soil is to be reused onsite, sampling is not required unless
otherwise directed. Excavated soil may be reused within the
construction site with no analytical testing necessary. Soil that has
been visually screened as noted above may be stockpiled until the end
of the project, then reused as much as possible prior to sampling and
analysis for residual soil to be disposed.

3.6.2

Tank Excavation (Sediment Basins/Traps)

a.

Provide Contracting Officer with written documentation, no later than
30 days before work begins, that proper State or local authorities
have been notified. Notify the Contracting Officer at least 48 hours
prior to start of tank demolition work. Stage operations to minimize
the time that tank excavation is open and the time that contaminated
soil is exposed to the weather. Provide protection measures around
the excavation area to prevent water runoff and to contain the soil
within the excavation area.

b.

Perform excavation around the perimeter of the tank to limit the
amount of potentially petroleum contaminated soil that could be mixed
with previously uncontaminated soil. Segregate significantly petroleum
contaminated soil in separate stockpiles with approval of Contracting
Officer.

c.

Maintain an excavation around the tank of sufficient size to allow
workers ample room to complete the work, but also protect the workers
from sliding or cave-ins. Install sheeting, bracing, or shoring in
the absence of adequate side slopes if there is a need for workers to
enter the excavated area. Divert surface water to prevent direct
entry into the excavation.

Prior to commencing excavation work, obtain a Virginia Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (VPDES) discharge permit. As portions of the project
site are known to have had petroleum impacted soil and water in the past
as well PFOA/PFAS compounds in the vicinity, all excavation dewatering (to
include any tank liquid, or piping contents, or perched groundwater, or
accumulated precipitation in open excavations, must be sampled and tested
in accordance with the permit requirements to include at a minimum: TPH
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-DRO and GRO, and PFAS/ PFOA compounds prior to discharge. Provide
Treatment through an appropriately sized frac tank, through a properly
sized granular activated carbon (GAC) filter system, prior to discharging
on site in manner that will ensure compliance with all applicable
standards, and ensure no erosion or sedimentation occurs. Submit a
dewatering plan for review and approval by the CM in coordination with
Yorktown Installation Environmental Office as per Section 31 23 00.00 20.
3.6.3

Temporary Containment of Excavated Soil

Provide temporary containment area near the excavated area. Cover
containment area with 30 mil polyethylene sheeting. Place excavated soil
on the impervious barrier and cover with 6 mil polyethylene sheeting.
Provide straw bale berm around the outer limits of the containment area
and cover with polyethylene sheets. Secure edges of sheets to keep the
polyethylene sheeting in place.
3.6.4

Piping Excavation

Perform excavation as necessary to remove tank piping, ancillary equipment,
and transfer piping as indicated on drawings in accordance with
paragraphs: Shoring, Tank Excavation, and Open Excavations.
3.6.5

Open Excavations

Secure open excavations and stockpile areas while awaiting confirmation
test results from the soil beneath the tank. Backfill the excavation as
soon as possible after tank and contaminated soil removals have been
completed and confirmation samples have been taken. Divert surface water
around excavations to prevent water from directly entering into the
excavation.
3.6.6

Hidden Structures

During excavation activities, if asphalt pavement, concrete slabs, or
other hidden structures are encountered, remove and wash with high
pressure water cleaning equipment. Remove and dispose of the pavement,
concrete, and other structures as specified in Section 02 41 00 DEMOLITION.
3.6.7

Stockpiles

Uncontaminated excavated soil and petroleum contaminated soil, that is not
a state-regulated hazardous waste, shall be stockpiled and used for
backfill in the tank excavation prior to using borrow material. Place the
geomembrane to prevent the stockpiled soil from coming into contact with
surface water run-off. Locate the geomembrane cover to prevent rain or
surface water from coming into contact with the contaminated soil, as well
as limit the escape of the volatile constituents in the stockpile.
3.7
3.7.1

REMOVAL OF PIPING, ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT, AND TANK
Piping and Ancillary Equipment

Disconnect all piping and ancillary equipment from the tank. Remove the
piping completely (interior and exterior of the tank) as shown on the
drawings. Cap all tank ancillary equipment and piping connections, except
those connections necessary to inert the tank within the excavation zone.
If the soil under and around the tank pad is not contaminated, leave the
tank pad in place. Puncture drainage holes in pad as directed on drawings.
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Tank

Demolish and remove the tank steel structure from the excavation. Use
only non-sparking type materials or equipment which comes into contact
with the tank, or in the vicinity of the excavation such as shovels,
slings and tools.
3.7.3

Contaminated Soil, Tank and Piping Excavation Examination

a.

After the tank has been removed from the ground, examine the adjacent
and underlying soil for any evidence of leakage. Visually inspect and
document any saturated petroleum contaminated soil or sludge.

b.

If tank is 20 feet or less in length, take four samples. Take each
sample 2 feet from each end of the tank and 2 feet below the bottom of
the excavation.

c.

If the tank is greater than 20 feet, take a minimum of four samples.
Collect samples from the perimeter walls of the tank bottom at
intervals of no greater than 25 liner feet.

d.

Analyze samples for TPH-GRO and TPH-DRO using EPA Method 8015; BTEX,
MTBE, naphthalene, and 1,2-DCA using EPA Method 8260B; and lead using
EPA Method 6010C. Furnish results to the Contracting Officer within
24 hours after the results are obtained. Along with the results
furnish a sketch showing underground tank, sampling location, and
extent of excavations.

e.

The Contracting Officer will determine the extent of the contaminated
soil to be removed, as per contract line item. Report any evidence
indicating that the amount of contaminated soil may exceed the site
limit specified, to the Installation's Environmental Coordinator the
same day it is discovered.

3.7.4

Testing Along Piping

For every 25 linear feet of product delivery piping, for every change in
direction, and at every mechanical joint take one soil sample and analyze
for TPH. Conform sampling and analysis of soil materials to EPA standards
specified above.
3.8

TANK CLEANING

All underground storage tanks have been drained, cleaned, and closed in
place by prior contract.
3.8.1

Exterior

Remove soil from the exterior of the tank, piping, and associated
equipment to eliminate soil deposition on roadways during transportation
to a temporary storage area, ensure markings will adhere to the surfaces,
and simplify tank cutting. Use non-sparking tools to remove soil.
Recover removed uncontaminated soil and soil not regulated by the state as
a hazardous waste and use them as backfill in the former tank excavation.
3.9
a.

BACKFILLING
Place clean backfill in layers with a maximum loose thickness of 8
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inches, compacted to 90 percent maximum density for cohesive soils and
95 percent maximum density for cohesionless soils. Perform density
tests using an approved commercial testing laboratory or by facilities
furnished by the Contractor. Attach test results to Contractor's
Quality Control Report; submit 2 copies of the report for each UST
site opened, prepared in a standard 3-ring binder, within 14 days of
completing work at each site. Label each binder with contract number,
project name, location and tank number; each binder shall be indexed.
Furnish a copy of the report to the Installation Environmental
Coordinator. Perform a minimum of 1 density test on each lift.
Determine laboratory tests for moisture density relations in
accordance with ASTM D1557, Method B, C, or D, or ASTM D6938. A
mechanical tamper may be used, provided that the results are
correlated with those obtained by the hand tamper. Determine field
in-place density shall be in accordance with ASTM D1556/D1556M,
ASTM D6938, or ASTM D2167.
3.10
3.10.1

DISPOSAL REQUIREMENTS
Treatment, Disposal, and Recycling

Perform disposal of special wastes in accordance with all local, State,
and Federal solid and hazardous waste laws and regulations; the RCRA; and
conditions specified herein. This work includes all necessary personnel,
labor, transportation, packaging, detailed analyses (if required for
disposal, manifesting or completing waste profile sheets), equipment, and
reports. Recycle product and pumpable liquids removed from the tank to
the greatest extent practicable.
3.10.2

Tank and Ancillary Equipment Disposal

After the tank, piping, and ancillary equipment have been removed from the
excavation cut the tank into sections with no dimension greater than 5 feet.
Recycle or dispose of tank and piping sections in a State approved offsite
disposal facility or in a salvage yard. Perform tank cutting prior to
being taken off Government property. Dispose of ancillary equipment at an
approved offsite disposal facility. Piping shall be disconnected from the
tank and removed unless otherwise indicated.
3.10.3

Transportation of Wastes

Provide transportation in accordance with Department of Transportation
(DOT) Hazardous Material Regulations and State and local requirements,
including obtaining all necessary permits, licenses, and approvals.
Submit evidence that a State licensed hazardous waste transporter is being
used.
3.10.4

Salvage Rights

The Contractor retains the rights to salvage value of recycled or
reclaimed product and metal not turned in to the DRMO or otherwise
identified, so long as the requirements of 40 CFR 266 and 40 CFR 279, or
the applicable State requirements are met. At the end of the contract,
provide documentation on the disposition of salvaged materials.
3.10.5

Manifest Records

Maintain records of all waste determinations, including appropriate
results of analyses performed, substances and sample location, the time of
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collection, and other pertinent data as required by 40 CFR 280, Section 74
and 40 CFR 262 Subpart D. Also record transportation, treatment, disposal
methods and dates, the quantities of waste, the names and addresses of
each transporter and the disposal or reclamation facility, shall and
available for inspection, as well as copies of the following documents:
a.

Manifests.

b.

Waste analyses or waste profile sheets.

c.

Certifications of final treatment/disposal signed by the responsible
disposal facility official.

d.

Land disposal notification records required under 40 CFR 268for
hazardous wastes.

Upon contract close out, the records will become the property of the
Government.
3.10.6

Hazardous/Special Waste Manifests

Provide manifesting.
3.10.7

Documentation of Treatment or Disposal

Take wastes, other than recyclable or reclaimable product or metal, to a
treatment, storage, or disposal facility which has EPA or appropriate
state permits and hazardous or special waste identification numbers and
complies with the provisions of the disposal regulations. Furnish
documentation of acceptance of special waste by the original return copy
of the hazardous waste manifest, signed by the owner or operator of a
facility legally permitted to treat or dispose of those materials shall be
furnished to the Contracting Officer not later than 5 working days
following the delivery of those materials to the facility; and include a
copy in the Tank Closure Report. Furnish a statement of agreement from
the proposed treatment, storage or disposal facility and certified
transporters to accept hazardous or special wastes in the Work Plan to the
Contracting Officer not less than 14 days before transporting any wastes.
If the Contractor selects a different facility than is identified in the
Work Plan, provide documentation for approval to certify that the facility
is authorized and meets the standards specified in 40 CFR 264.
3.11

SPILLS

Use appropriate vehicles and operating practices to prevent spillage or
leakage of contaminated materials from occurring during operations.
Inspect vehicles leaving the area of contamination to ensure that no
contaminated materials adhere to the wheels or undercarriage. Take
immediate containment actions as necessary to minimize effect of any spill
or leak. Cleanup in accordance with applicable Federal, State, local laws
and regulations, and district policy at no additional cost to the
Government.
3.12

INSPECTIONS

Arrange for and perform required inspections.
inspections to Contracting Officer.
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TANK CLOSURE REPORT

Submit a Site Assessment/Tank Closure Report in a single binder notebook
containing a collection of reports, records, starting and ending dates of
reporting period, inspections, documentation, and data as follows:
a.

Complete UST Notification Form (within 30 days of closure).

b.

Description of work, including removal procedures, number of tanks
removed, identification of tanks removed and disposed of (include site
map showing location of tank and piping), cubic yards of excavated
soil, location of disposal sites, and dates of excavation.

c.

Site plan, including location of tanks and piping, limits of
excavation, sampling points, results of excavation, and depths.

d.

Laboratory and field testing reports, copies of data and test results
from testing laboratory and the chain-of-custody records.

e.

Tank disposal paperwork (3 copies of UST Notification Form and method
of conditioning tank for disposal), contaminated soil disposal
paperwork (include laboratory testing reports), and contaminated water
disposal paperwork (include laboratory testing reports). Contractor
shall assist NAVFAC Environmental in the completion of UST
notification forms and Tank Closure Reports.

f.

Certifications required by implementing agency.

g.

Inspection permits and other permits required for underground tank
removal, notifications, and inspection reports.

h.

Cumulative quantities of soil excavated, beginning with start date for
each tank and associated piping.

Include in Tank Closure Reports the following information as a minimum:
a.

A cover letter signed by a Professional Engineer registered in the
State of Virginia certifying that all services involved have been
performed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this
specification.

b.

A narrative report describing what was encountered at each site,
including:
(1) Condition of the UST.
(2) Any visible evidence of leaks or stained soils.
(3) Results of vapor monitoring readings.
(4) Actions taken including quantities of materials treated or removed.
(5) Reasons for selecting sample locations.
(6) Sample locations.
(7) Collection data such as time of collection and method of
preservation.
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(8) Reasons for backfilling site.
(9) Whether or not groundwater was encountered.
c.

Copies of all analyses performed for disposal.

d.

Copies of all waste analyses or waste profile sheets.

e.

Copies of all certifications of final disposal signed by the
responsible disposal installation official.

f.

Information on who sampled, analyzed, transported, and accepted all
wastes encountered, including copies of manifests, waste profile
sheets, land disposal restriction, notification and certification
forms, certificates of disposal, and other pertinent documentation.

g.

Copies of all analyses performed for confirmation that underlying soil
is not contaminated, with copies of chain-of-custody for each sample.
Analyses shall give the identification number of the sample used.
Sample identification numbers shall correspond to those provided on
the one-line drawings.

h.

Scaled one-line drawings showing tank locations, limits of excavation,
limits of contamination, underground utilities within 50 feet, sample
locations, and sample identification numbers.

i.

Progress Photographs. Take a minimum of 4 views of the
such things as the location of each tank, entrance/exit
other notable site condition before work begins. After
started at the site, photographically record activities
location daily. Photographs shall be 3-1/2 by 5 inches
include:

site showing
road, and any
work has been
at each work
and shall

(1) Soil removal, handling, and sampling.
(2) Unanticipated events such as discovery of additional contaminated
areas.
(3) Soil stockpile area.
(4) Tank.
(5) Site or task-specific employee respiratory and personal protection.
(6) Fill placement and grading.
(7) Post-construction photographs. After completion of work at each
site, take a minimum of four (4) views of the site. Prints shall
illustrate the condition and location of work and the state of
progress. The photographs shall be mounted and enclosed
back-to-back in a double face plastic sleeve punched to fit
standard three ring binders. Each color print shall show an
information box, 1-1/2 by 3-1/2 inches. The information box for
the 3-1/2 by 5 inch photographs shall be scaled down accordingly,
or taped to the bottom of the photo. The box shall be typewritten
and arranged as follows:
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Project No.

Contract No.

Location
Contractor/Photographer
Photograph No.

Date/Time:

Description
Direction of View

j.

3.14

Three copies of the report for each UST site opened, prepared in a
standard 3-ring binder, within 14 days of completing work at each
site. Label each binder with contract number, project name, location
and tank number; each binder shall be indexed. Furnish a copy of the
report to the Installation Environmental Coordinator.
COMPACTION, FINISH GRADING, and SEEDING

Provide backfill, compaction, grading, and seeding in accordance with
Section 31 00 00 EARTHWORK.
-- End of Section --
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